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T T /nsHnGToN, DC. It's a city with resources on a par with New

\ n f U*U, London, Tokyo, Paris - other world-class cities around the

V V globe. Within its borders, a well-educated and culturally diverse

workforce lives in a setting of special attractions: one-of-a-kind museums

and galleries, a vibrant economy, tree-filled parks, historic and picturesque

neighborhoods, quality housing, and safe and efficient public transportation.

The city is unsurpassed as a center of knowledge and expertis e, d major

communications hub, and a prolific generator of ideas and information.

So when hundreds of Washington, DC's private entrepreneurs,

community leaders, public officials, and urban experts joined together to

create the city's first Strategic Economic Development Plan, our challenge

was not to determine how we can put in place the fundamentals that make

a city great, but rather how best to capitalize on our abundant assets.

While Washington, DC is strong, its strength is under-appreciated

by the nation's media and even by some of its own residents. A past period of
declining jobs and population, rising crime, and controversial local politics

gave the city a negative image that has been too slow to change. But today's

reality is very different. The city's economy is improving - private sector jobs

are gro-irg again, homeownership is increasirg, and crime has substantially
decline d. Monq Magazine recently rated the Washington, DC area as the

"best place to live" among large metropolitan regions in the Northeastern

United States.

THE PLAN: GROWING THE PRIVATE SECTOR

The good news about our economic future - and the good news in this

report - is that progress has already begun. The pages that follow don't simply

lay out a blueprint for what should be done in order for the city to meet with
success. Instead, this report is filled with ideas that are already being imple-

mented and are already succeedirg.

Many people will greet this news with surprise. After all, as everyone

knows, the federal government, the main economic force that fueled the

region's growth for the past two centuries, has been cutting thousands of jobs

during the past few years. But while government employment is shrinking, the

city has been hard at work doing what other cities faced with major factory

closings or economic shifts have done: we've been diversifying.

For Washington, DC, diversification means growing the private sector.

As a city well suited for the "New Economy" of the 2l st century we have

begun to turn our knowledge and information base, our technological and

communications strengths, and our position as a global center into building
blocks of prosperity for our businesses and residents.

The Ecomornic Reswrgence of Waslcington, DC



Achieving this diversification will do no less than propel the fortunes of
Washington, DC to new heights. A year from now, those living and working in
the city will see the results. Important indicators of success will include:

o

o

o

o

o

a

o

rising family incomes and reduced poverty and unemployment;
increased revenues with lower tax rates;

rebuilt and thriving neighborhoods;
a larger residential population and more homeownership;
accelerating capital investment and physical development;
growth in conventions and tourisml
improved infrastructure, safety, schools, physical environment,
and overall quality of life.

While some of this work has already begun, it has not happened and
will not continue on its owrl. The city needs to plan for prosperity, to design
and carry out a strateg;r for growing businesses, jobs, people, and communities.
That's what economic development is all about - knowing what direction to
move in and how to get there.

THE INDUSTRY NETWORKS

There is some debate as to how a city like Washington, DC gets from where we
are today to greater prosperity and higher quality of life. Some say to achieve
economic development we must focus on reducing neighborhood poverty and
deterioration. Others think it comes from reducing taxes and regulations, or
providing special incentives for businesses. Another view is that economic develop-
ment grows out of the building of large, big-ticket projects like the MCI Center.
Indeed, it can and does include all of these things, but by themselves they are
not the overarching focus for promoting and sustaining economic prosperity.

We believe the best way to strengthen an economy and open
its markets is to invest in the fundamentals that make our city, or any
city, strong: transportation and infrastructure, education and workforce
development, research and technol o{y, housing, environment, and
quality of life. The vitality of these fundamentals is what makes the city
an attractive place for businesses to establish themselves, for people to
put down roots, and for families to thrive,

The question then becomes: how can we grow and further
solidifu our already substantial base of strength? The answer, by investing
in what we call Industry Networks. These are networks of linked businesses
and industries whose spec ialized and diverse goods and services can compete
most effectively in the global marketplace; reach the widest sources of
export-based, high-value demand; and exhibit a dlmamic synergy that links
suppliers and contractors across a wide chain of products and services. Industry
Networks are the main engines of economic prosp erity for cities and regions.

Citizems PLan for Prosperity in tlte 21st Century



Industry Networks are the leading edge of business and job growth
in the city. They are responsible for the bulk of the income brought into the

city from markets located outside of it, across the country and around the

world. Washington, DC's engines of prosperity for the 2lst century consist of
six key Industry Networks:

Business/Professional/FinanciaUAssociation Services
HospitalitylEntertainment/Iiourism/Specialty Retail
UniversitieslEducational/Research Institutions
Biomedical Research/Flealth Services
Media/Publications
Information Technologyllelecommunications

In the metropolitan Washington region, these six Industry Networks

accounted for over 1.3 million jobs in 1996,55 percent of total private sector

emplo;rment. From 1980 to 1996,jobs in the six networks combined grew

by 90 percent across the region. Within Washington, DC, these six Industry
Networks employ nearly 300,000 people, almost two-thirds of the city's private
jobs. They are the brightest stars in our city's economic sky - stars that will
light the way to a more prosperous future.

THE CROSS-CUTTING POTICY WORKING GROUPS

This plan was written by Washingtonians for Washingtonians. All of the

participants were citizen leaders who have a vital stake in the economic future
of the city and who \ /ill be responsible for the successful completion of the
many important tasks the plan identifies. We formed six active and ongoing

Industry Network groups with business, community, and government leaders

taking on major projects to grow businesses and jobs in the city. In addition, we

created six cross-cutting policy working groups to focus on a broader set of issues

that must be addressed to expand prosperity and quality of life for every family
and community in Washington, DC. Working closely together, hundreds of
citizen experts focused on three broad approaches to producing successful

economic outcomes:

STRATEGIC IXOUSTRIES
l. Business Promotion: growing businesses and jobs by investing

in marketing and incentives; business retention and attraction.
2. Business Climate: improving the tax and regulatory

environment and overall service delivery system.

STRATEGIC POPUL,{TIONS
l. Workforce Development: encouraging the growth of a strong

residential and workforce base by emphasizing quality education,
job training, and placement.

2, Attracting and Retaining Residents: enhancing the quality of
life through increasing homeownership and improving schools,

safety, cultural and recreational amenities.

TLte Ecomomic Resurgemce of Washingtom, DC



STRATEGIC ANEE.S

l. Downtown: planning and developing downtown to generate

commercial activity, stores and services, transportation,
housing, arts and culture, and recreation.

2, Neighborhoods: planning and developing neighborhoods to

generate commercial and industrial activity, stores and services,

transportation, housing, arts and culture, and recreation.

NEXT STEPS

At meetings conducted throughout the city over the pas t year, we have

met with the cynicism of business owners and community residents

who have had their hopes for a better city dashed too many times by

too many different reports. Their trust shattered, they have demanded

to know why this report, and why the work of this large group of citizens,

is any different.

In response, we commissioned an annotated bibliography of the

reports that had been written in the past, and used them as our starting point.
We became more committed than ever to the principle that this report would
be one of action - not merely debate, conversation, or policy analysis. This is

a plan that doesn't have to wait for increased funding from the city government

or Congress. It does depend on continuing the implementation already put
in place by the many citizens who demonstrated their powerful commitment
to the future of this city through their active involvement in the planning
process. This plan is the product of a broad-based, consensus-building effort
that literally included more than 400 business, civic, community, and

government leaders.

These participants saw their role as not only composing an effective

plan, but in moving the people and organizations of Washington, DC from
cynicism and inertia to enthusiasm and momentum. To that end, our 30-

member steering committee developed 40 key actions, programs that you'll
see highlighted throughout these pages, the centerpiece of implementing the

overall plan. These 4O actions emerged from the six Industry Networks and

the six Cross-Cutting Policy Working Groups focusing on Strategic Industries,

Strategic Populations, and Strategic Areas. The 4O acttons were selected

because they fulfill three main criteria:

l. they are bold and innovativel
2. they will make a real difference in accomplishing the

overall strategy of growing businesses, jobs, population,
neighborhoods, and prosperity;

3. thev \^iill all be initiated - and manv of them will be//
completed - during the next 12 months.

These 40 key actions by themselves, or even taken together, are not
the sum total of the plan. They are a dovrnpayment, the first steps in imple-
menting the strategy - essential steps for developing momentum and generating

a track record of success. In future years, we will build on the results achieved

from these first actions by launching broader, longer term initiatives to grow

our economy and strengthen our families and communities.

Citizems Plan for Prosperity in the 21st Century



The strategy you will see unfold in this report comes mainly from
the hard work and talent of our numerous plan participants. In addition, it is
based on the results of major research projects conducted by a team of highly
respected local and national experts. Their reports include:

How to grow Industry Networks (Steven Waldhorn and James
Gollub of ICF Kaiser);

Universities and graduate business schools promoting inner city
entrepreneurship (Dr. Michael Porter and Monica Dean of Harvard

Business School and the Initiative for a Competitive lnner City);

Federal procurement spending in the city and region
(Dt Stephen Fuller of George Mason University);

Commercial revitalization around neighborhood Metro stations
(David Lee and Derrick Woody of Stull and Lee Architects and

Planners);

Workforce development and attractin{retaining residents
(Thomas Kingsley and MargeryAustin Turner of the Urban Institute);

Demographic and homeownership trends (George Grier of the

Greater Washington Research Center);

Creating an effective local delivery system (feffrey Finkle and Shari

Garmise of the Council for Urban Economic Development);

Location of federal jobs in the cify and region (Viki Reath of
Reath Communications).

Again, implementation does not depend on waiting for something
to happen in the future. It does not depend on dramatic changes in the city
government. The plan's implementation is happening right now. Many actions

already have begun, and all are designed to be completed or at least significantly

moved forward within the coming year.

Further, the plan recommends establishing an ongoing monitoring
groupr consisting of business, civic, community and government leaders who
will meet monthly and follow the progress of carrying out all 40 key actions.

The monitoring group also will help organize a one-year anniversary Economic

Summit for next November. At this summit, w€ \ rill report on the successes of
turning the strategic plan into reality for the benefit of our city's businesses,

families and communities, and launch phase two of the continuing action plan

leading our city's economy into the next century.

As you'll see in the following pages, this plan is about results. After
all, results are the only things that really matter to you and all the other people

who will be most deeply affected by the plan's successful implementation. To

you, we bring this optimistic message of commitment: we can do this, we will
do this, and we have already begun.

The Econornic Resurgemce of Washingtom, DC



DESCRIPTION OF 40 ACTIONS

I. STRATEGIC INDUSTRIES

A. GROW INDUSTRY NETWORKS

ACTION I: REDUCE IAXES IO EI{COURAGE BUSINESS USE OF NEW IECHNO]OGY

Inplement tax reductiom to prcmote new technolory in business fims, including accelerated depreiation
of computer equipment, reducing taxes on softwre dwelopnent, and eliminating the til on intemet access.

ACTION 2: CREATE A HOSPITITTY INDUSIRY PLAI{ FOR IIIE ENIIRE CITY

Generate a comprehensive Hospitality Industry Plan to attract visitors and tourists to qrend more time
and money during the day and in the evening at sites and businesses both domtom md in Washington,
DC's culturally rich and diverse neighborhoods.

ACTION t: lilVotl,E UlilNEnSmES lN SUPFonTilG EGol{oMlC DEyEUTPMEIiII

Encourage local univenities to provide technical md ffnancial packaging assistance for small business
entrepreneure, including minority-omed md community-based ffms. In this inner-city economic
development initiative, univereities also will reach out to the business community to establish a mentoring
network for small entrepreneurs, as well as conduct field studies, special courses, reseach, policy amlysis
and other related economic development activities.

ACTION 4: SIREA,IIUI'IE HEA]IH GANE INDUSINY REGU1ANONS

Ierel the regulatory playing field with health care providers in the sunounding region by simpliffing the
Certificate of Need process, pemitting procedures, and licensing requirements.

ACNOil 5: lAUilCH A ilIEDIA CATIPAIGN TO IilIPROI,E THE CTTS ilNGE

Mount a comprehensive three-yer print and broadcast media campaign, starting with a videotape on the
Strategic Econonic Development Plm, to improve the city's image in the region and around the world.

ACflOI{ 6: ESIABTISII A TECHNOIOGY SOUNCIL IO AIINACT AilD EXPAiID FIRMS

Establish a Washington, DC Technolog5l Council to support attraction md expansion of technology-based
business fims and jobs in the city.

B. GROW BUSINESSES AI{D 
'OBS

ACIION 7: EXPAND IHE IIIARIGIIITG CEI{IER IO RETAII{ AND AITNACI FIRilIS

Increase funding to expand the Washington, DC Marketing Center by adding staff and resources for
aggressively retaining md attruting businesses and jobs, targeting fims in the Industry Networls with special
incentives md maketing cmpaigns to generate 1,000 new jobs mnually. The Maketing Center will rcrk
with the public and pri%te sffton to imprcve the awilability of infomation needed for economic dwelopment,
including an Ealy Wming System for potential business relocations, computerired geographic information
systens, and an ongoing census of fims md msociations conducting business within the city.

ACTIO]T 8: IMPTEMEilT NEFORMS IN CONSUMER AND REGUTATORY A]HIRS

Take immediate action to implement recently adopted management refoms and legislation, especially the
recommendations of the Business Regulatory Refom Commission, to trmsfom the Department of
Consuner and Regulatory Affairs into a more responsive agency.

ACTION 9: PROVIDE TARGEIED INCENTIVES TO GROW FIRMS AND EXPAND JOBS

Provide incentives for businesses to relocate and./or cpand in Washington, DC, connecting these incentives
to encouraging employment opportunities for city residents.

ACTION IO: ASSISI U'CAI flMIS IN OBTAINING FEDENA1 AI{D PNIVAIT CONTNACTS

Provide local fims with technical assistmce in bidding on federal procurement contracts to capture a larger
shrc of this mpidly growing multi-billion dolla activity for Washington, DC's companies and workers. AIso,
work with other major employen md institutions, such c the World Bank, Inter-Anericm Development
Bmk, Intemational Monetary Fund, Fannie Mae, and mmy others, to increase contracts for the city's
companies to provide goods and sepices.

ACNOil II: INCREA'E CAPTAI AVAI1ABIUTY TOR COMMUI{IIY-BASED BUSINESSES

Utilize vrious tools to expmd available capital finmcing for business start-ups and expmsion, and for
neighborhood economic development, including community developnent financial institutions such as the
CityFiEt Bmb Community Reinvestment Act commitments from mainstrem lending institutions, and
public programs offered by the Small Business Administmtion md ot}er entities.

ACNON 12: PROMOIE METROPOTITAI{ COOPERAIIOI{ FOR MIMJAI ECONOMIC BENEFIT

Promote metropolitm coopemtion that swes the combined economic interests of the city and the region,
including connectingWashington, DCt residents to metropolitan jobs, creating NoMa as a multimedia./
technologr district focused on genemting "content" for growing infomation technology and telecommunications
businesses, *tending Metromil transit service to Dulles Airport to strengthen the ties between domtom
Washington, DC and metropolitm growth, co-sponsoring the Olympic Games to be held in the Wahington-

Citizens Plnn for Prosperity in the 21st Century



Baltimore region during the summer of 2012, prcmoting the Wrohington, DC Bicentennial in the yea 2000,
dweloping the Empowement Zone as a partnerehip of Washington, DC md Prince George's County, md
having the Washington, DC Marketing Center work actively with the Greater Washington Initiative in
maketing the region to attract and retain businesses and jobs.

ACTIOI{ I!: STRE]{GIHEil ECOIiIOMIC PARTilERSHIP WIfi THE FEDENAI GOVERI{MEI{I

Work to improve the city's partnemhip with the federal govement by aggressively marketing available
incentives, focusing on the redevelopment of surplus property, exploring options for increased funding,
making greater use of federal agency resources, md prcmoting innovative economic development efforts
such as the US Navy's "Bridges to Friendship" initiative tied to expansion of emplolment at the NavyYard.
Through the Washington, DC Maketing Center, monitor md take action to prsent federal jobs md agencies

from leaving the city, as well as actively recruit federal emplolment back from locations outside the city.

II. SIRATEGIC POPUIATIOI{S

A. WORKFORCE DEVETOPMENT

ACflON 14: ESTABIISH lHE WORKK,RCE INVESIMENT BOARD AS A CTEARINGHOUSE

Establish the Workforce Investment Boad (WIB) as a public-private patnemhip in Washington, DC seroing
as a central cleuinghouse and network to link education, community-bmed support sewices, skills training,
md job placement with employere and industry associations. The WIB should prcmote md enforce stmdards
of accountability and perfomance by job training providers, and speahead nanagement refoms in the
Department of Employment Sewices.

ACIION 15: EIPAI{D IHE R01E 0F THE UI{IVERSITY OF IllE DISIRICI OF CoIUMBIA

Build the capacity of the University of the District of Columbia (UDC) to meet the needs of the Industry
Networls and other major employen by expmdingAssociate Degree programs to complement the uisting
[our-year cuniculum.

ACTIOI{ 16: SUPPONT PUBTIC "SCHOOI.TO.CAREET PROGRAIIIS AND CHARTER SCHOOU'

Provide resources for public "school-to-career" progrms and public charter schools to train students for
jobs in growing industries such as hospitality md infomation technology

ACTION t7: CONNECT WASHINGIOI{, DC RESIDENIS TO MEIROPOLIIAN IOBS

Enable the city's residents to obtain good jobs throughout metropolitan Washington by supporting the
Regional Jobs Initiative, Bridges to Wor\ md simila partnership activities linking suburban employere with
city-based providere of job tmining md placement, trmsportation, child cre, and related support serices.

B. ATTRACIING AND RETAINING RESIDENTS

ACIIOil 18: PROMOIE HOMEOI,I,I{ERSHIP lvlTH EMPIOYER' CHURCHE' AND SCIIOOLS

Working through the Washington, DC Patnere in Homeomership, recruit major neighborhood employers
such as universities and hospitals, and key comunity institutions including churches and schools, to offer
incentives for pople moving to md living in Wrohington, DC's neighborhoods md generating 1,000 new
homeomem annually.

ACTION 19: INCREASE DOIII,I{TOUII{ HOUSING AND MIXED-USE REIAIL SERVICES AND ARTS

Increroe rental housing and homeomership in the domtom area east of l5th Street, NW, by making more
publicly omed sites available for residential and nixed-use development including retail stores md sewices,
by prcviding ta increment financing, md by offering land use incentives such as zoning modifications which
grmt commercial md retail density bonuses to encourage housing development. Construct or expand arts,
entertainment, md cultural activities md facilities in and nea domtom, including a new national music
museum.

ACNON 20: SUPPORT AND DEVEIOP NEIGHBORHOOD ARTS. CUITURE, AIIID TOURISM

Provide increased public and private finmcial support for neighborhood tourism, historic heritage tours, arts
festivals and cultuml activities, and create a citywide Heritage Tourism Trail including the African-American
Civil War Memorial and otler sites. Establish a non-profit Cultural Development Corporation to build
and/or manage arts, entertainment, cultural, and specialty retail activities and facilities in neighborhoods
throughout the city.

ACnON 2l: DEMOUSH AIIID REDEVEIOP BUGImD PROPERTIES

Condemn, acquire and demolish vacant and blighted buildings in Washington, DC's neighborhoods and
make the lmd available to those who have a feasible plan for redevelopnent. Grmt the Condemmtion
Bord the legislative authority to demolish property consistent with histuic presemtion guidelines.

ACTION 22: ENHAI{CE COMMUNIIY SAFEIY BY IMPOUNDING CARS USED IN CRIME

Remove bariere to implementation of uisting lam by dweloping a secured parking lot for notor vehicles
used in criminal activities that are confiscated and imoounded bv nolice officere.

Tloe Econonnic Resurgence of Washingtom, DC



III. STRATEGIC AREAS

A. DOWNTOWN

ACTION 25: AITRACT REIAII INVESTMENT DOWNTOIi,III IItl THE F STREEI CORRIDOR

Attmct investment to the F Street retail coridor and the Woodwad and Lothrop building domtom
through public-private cooperation.

ACTION 24: USE RE1OCANON OF EMPTOYMENT SERVICES IO EI{HAI{CE DEVETOPMEilT

Redevelop the Department of Emplolment Services (DOES) building at Si*h Street md Pemsylvania Avenue,

NW, for mixed-use space, including housing, and build a new headquarters for DOES as part of a neighbor-
hood development strateg1i

ACTION 25: CREATE PARKING FACIUTIES FOR IOUR BUSES

Establish centrally-located paking facilities for tour md charter buses, trucls, md other lage commercial
vehicles, in order to reduce domtom md neighborhood traffrc congestion, noise and air pollution, and

make domtom and neighborhoods more attractive to visitors. Provide convenient local transportation and

other amenities at these sites to promote tourist use, and encourage bus compmies to create more jobs in
the city for local residents.

ACIIoN 26: DEVEIOP NOMA AS A IECHNOIOGY, MEDIA" HOUSING AltlD ARTS DISIRICI

Develop "NoMa" - North of Massachusetts Avenue - as a new mixed-use infomation technology,

communications media, uts and entertaiment, and housing district in the aea from the new Washington
Convention Center east to Union Station and north to NewYorkAvenue. Create special finmcial incentives

for technology fims in NoMa by abating or reducing all city tues. The Depatment of Housing and

Community Development should support a NoMa plan to identi$ major opportunities for private md
public investment and development, including a new Metro station at NewYork and FloridaAvenues, NE.
Implement the foreign trade zone and establish m "inlmd port" in the NewYorkAvenue coridor to
promote intemational business activities md make use of federal foreign trade incentives.

B. NEIGHBORHOODS

ACTION 27: FOCUS BUSINESS ACTIVITY NEAR I{EIGHBORHOOD MEIRO SIATIONS

Prcvide public md primte incentives for investment in the rcas mmd neighborhood Metro stations, targeting

both existing stations like Anacostia md newly constmcted stations such u Columbia Heights. These Metro
stations will seroe as the primary mchors for economic development in neighborhoods, with an emphasis on
promoting community shopping facilities, banks, and related offrce, commercial, retail, and tourist actiyity to
expand businesses, jobs md sewices.

ACTION 28: CRHTE BUSINESS IMPROVEMEI{T DISTRICIS FOR t{EIGHBORHOODS

Create Business Improvement Districts (BIDs) or "BID-like" organiations, md provide support for
Merchants'Associations in neighborhood commercial aeas to offer increased cleanliness, attractiveness,
public safety and security, streetscape improvements, and coordinated maketing campaigns.

ACIION 29: BUILD A METRO STATION AI NEW YORK AVENUE TO SPUR DEVE1OPMENT

Create a public-primte financing mechmism to build a new Metrorail station on the aisting Red Line near

NewYorkAvenue and FloridaAvenue NE, enabling a large rea ofcunentlyvacant and underutilized land
and buildings to be developed for thousands of newjobs and housing opportunities.

ACTIOITI 

'O: 
HAVE TEDENAT INCEilIIVES COVER EVERY NEIGHBORHOOD IN THE CITY

Encourage the Congress to pass Congresswomm Elemor Holmes Norton's bill app$.g th" special Enterprise
Zone economic incentives to every census tract in Washington, DC.

ACIION 5I: USE TTIAVY YARD EXPANSION TO GENERATE IOCAT BUSINESS AND JOBS

Using 5,000 new jobs as leverage, expmd the Washington NaryYad by redeveloping the sunounding area
and generating business activity and employment on both sides of the Anacostia River In prepaation, tle
Department of Housing md Commuity Development should provide funding for m economic development
plan to attract new investment in the Southeast/Southwest waterfront aea.

ACTION 
'2: 

REBUII.D EAST OF THE RIVER WIIH MA'OR STORES AND HOMEOWNENSHIP

Prcduce a comprehensive development plan for East of the River neighborhoods promoting community and

regional retail and office space mmd Metrc statiom md other large sites such u Cmp Simms, St. Elizabeth's,

md the Anacostia River waterfront, combined with a strong focus on increasing homeomerehip, and reducing
the concentration of blighted and vacmt apartment buildings.

ACTIOT{ 35: INVESI lN GEORGIA AVENUE TO GROW IOBS A]{D IMPROVE I{EIGHBORHOODS

Focusing on key anchors such as Howard Univeroity, the new Washington Convention Center, two sisting
and two Metro stations under construction, md the EmtemAvenue gatemy, build a public-private partnerehip

to enhance business activity md createjobs by attracting new commercial investment and development
along GeorgiaAvenue. At the same time, strengthen the quality oflife, improve public worls, public education,

and public safety, and increase affordable homeomership by renovating housing md expanding home
financing in adjacent residential communities, such as Fmie Mae and Howard Univereity ae doing in
the LeDroit Park neiehborhood,

11
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ACNON 
'4: 

USE IHE EilIPOWERMENT ZONE TO INCREASE COMMUNITY INVESIIIIIENI

Take advmtage of the cit's joint Empowement Zone application with Prince Georges' County as a means

of enhancing economic investrnent in targeted neighborhoods.

ACTION T': INCREASE SUPPORI FOR COMMUNITY DEVEII}PMEIiIT ORGAilEAIIOIiIS

Increase public and private support for technical assistance provided to comunity development

corporauons and community-based orgmizations to expand their capacity to develop businesses, jobs,

commercial md residential buildings, and promote homeomership.

ACTIOil 
'6: 

CTEAI{ UP AND REDEVEIOP HAZARDOUS "BROWNFIEID'SIIES

Clem up and redwelop environmentally haardous "brcmfields" sites, prcviding new business and job

opportunities for environmentally sensitive activities, and expanding anilable lmd resomes for economic

development.

IV, IMPTEMEI{TAIION

ACIION IZ: PROVIDE ADMINISIRATM MANAGEMENI AND TEADERSTIIP

Establish a position, such as a Deputy Mayor for Economic Development, to sewe m a main point of

contact for Lusinesses, and to coordinate economic development activities conducted by city departments

and agencies, including the Department of Housing and Community Development. The Deputy Mayor's

office muld focus primuily on administrative md policy coordination, rather than on expediting lrge
prcjects or negotiating development deals. For mnple, this office would design a conprehensive asset

mnagement strateg5r to more effectireIy utilire awilable surplus city-omed PrcPerty desigmted for economic

d"u"lo=p-"tt. The Deputy Mayor would be responsible for coor&mting city govemment implementation of

the Strategic Economic Development Plm for Wchington, DC, working in collabomtion with the new

National Capital Revitaliation Corpomtion, the priwte sector, and community groups'

ACNON T8: IMPIEMEilT THE C]TYWDE ECOI{OilIIC DEVEUIPMEI{T CONPONAilON

Implement the National Capital Rwitaliation Corpomtion (NCRC) as a non-profft, citywide economic

dffilopmst organization to make loms or investments in prcjects and businesses, buyad sell lmd md
buildings, perfom additional development-related functions, and incorporate other public and private

economic development activities and progrms.

ACIION 59: IMPROVE BUDGET COORDINAIIOI{ AND REGU1ATORY STREAiIUI{ING

Create m Offrce of Managemmt md Budget in the Mayor's Office to evaluate md monitor depdtments

and agencies, md to coordinate budget, regulatory md policy priorities with the goal of promoting a business

md mident-frienilly city. Adopt clearinghouse recommendations of the Business Regulatory Refom

Commission that establish comprehensive ewluation and monitoring functions.

ACIION {It: ESTABUSH ONGOIiIG MONITORING TO IMPLEMENT I]IE {It IGY ACTIOI{S

Establish an ongoing Steering Committee of business, civic, comunity and govemment leadere to monitor

on a regula basis the progr"ss of the Strategic Economic Developnent Plan for Washington, DC, and

pdticuiarly to implement the 40 key actions during the coming yer. Both the Industry Netrcrls md the

3teering iommitiee will meet monthly to move forurd all 40 action initiatives. They will delineate explicit

goals and set measurable perfomance standrds m benchmds to monitor the results prcduced. Also, they

will establish clw lines of accountability and responsibility for completing each pmject, and prepm
quarterly prcgress reports covaing each of the 40 actions. Implementation of each action will be led by m
ad hoc groupof key itakeholde. o.ganizations md individuals, meeting regularly to accomplish the most

i*portmt trtlo. One organiation md one or more designated leders will comit to bringing each of the 40

action groups together, focusing on successfully achiwing imPortmt outcomes within the next 12 months.
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CH PTFR ONF:

THF', W SHINGTON, NC F'CONOVIY

HIS EFFORT TO PUT FORWARD a viable strategy for the city's

economic growth is based on careful study of its existing and

potential strengths and weaknesses. At every step of the way,

through conversations with business experts and community leaders,

researchers and managers, we tried to look at the city with fresh eyes -
unclouded by past perceptions and prejudices.

What we found was exciting. Like a talented baseball player

who spends too many innings on the bench, never getting his turn at

bat, our city is bursting with ability and energy that have too long gone

untapped.

Our general findings tell us that the city is showing important
signs of strength and momentum:

ffi,ffi:ilT?,il: 
economv is diversiffing, and private

Capital investment is rising

Public safety and social conditions are improving

Although our optimism about the future of this city runs deep,

what you will read in the following pages is not a pollyanna-like view of our
present situation. lnstead, we provide a hard look at the weaknesses present

in a city whose overall health is very good.

THE WASHINGTON METROPOTITAN ECONOMY

Metropolitan Washington has changed dramatically over the past 28 years.

Its economy is almost twice as large as it was in 1970, employing 3 million
workers, nearly twice the 197O total. Back in 1970, 42 percent of the metro-
politan workforce held jobs in the city. By I 996, however, that figure had

dropped to 23 percent. Clearly, employment in the suburbs has grown much
faster than in the citv.

J

The Washington region is doing much better than most of the nation's

25 largest metropolitan areas. Of these top 25, metropolitan Washington has:

The lowest rate of unemployment;
The lowest share of households receiving public assistance;

The highest median incomel
The highest percent of the adult population with a college degree.

It is a fact that the number of government jobs in metropolitan

Washington has been shrinkirg. This circumstance - once unthinkable to

planners who counted on the federal government as the ever abundant golden

1997 1998

Source: US Bureau of Labor Statistics Local
Areo Unemployment Suruey

o

I

I

a
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goose - has had a profound impact on the metropolitan economy. The loss of
federal government jobs pushed the region into diversifiring its employment base.

Diversification is a good thing. No matter how fat the golden goose

once seemed, economies, and the people who live and work within them,
thrive when opportunities are more diverse. Metropolitan Washington is better
off with a wider range of employers.

Private sector emplo;.ment in the region more than doubled between
l97O and 1996 and now accounts for 80 percent of all metropolitan jobs.

Recent studies by Dr. Stephen Fuller show that from 1990 to 1996,
the same period in which federal jobs were cut in the region by 8 percent, the
number of private jobs increased by a quite substan tial 7 percent. This news

is more impressive when you consider that core industry downsizing typically
leads to exponentially higher shrinkage in related jobs supporting that industry.
Thus, the private job growth noted by Dr. Fuller signifies a very healthy trend
for the metropolitan economy.

Dr. Fuller found that a good deal of this private job growth was still tied
to the federal government. While federal emplo;rment was down, the amount
of money the federal government pays for various senrices provided by private
employers is way up. Moreover, the new jobs created by government purchasing
from the private sector were very different from the jobs that federal agencies

were eliminating from their own payrolls. Most of the newly procured goods and

services were produced by higher-skilled and more highly-paid private sector

occupations.

Unfortunately, according to a new study by Dr. Stephen Fuller
prepared for the Strategic Economic Development Plan, only 1.6 percent of
the nearly 200,000 jobs supported by $ZZ billion in annual federal procurement
spending in the Washington region are actually located within Washington,
DC, and many of these 3,000 jobs in the city are held by suburban residents.

The city was hit much harder by the direct loss of federal jobs due
to downsizing - 82 percent of the entire region's federal job loss between

Jtly 1993 andJ.rly 1998 occurred in Washington, DC, which lost a total of
46,000 federal jobs during this five-year period. Even worse, the city is falling
far behind in benefiting from the tremendous wave of federal procurement
spending that is propelling regional private sector growth. During the past l5
years, federal procurement spending grew just 2L5 percent nationwide, but
increased by an astonishing 228.4 percent in metropolitan Washington. Indeed,

the Washington region's share of the national total of federal procurement
spending jumped from 4.2 percent in 1983, all the way up to l14 percent of
the total by 1997. Virtually all of the direct and indirect business and job
growth resulting from that massive rise in federal spending is taking place in
suburban Virginia and Maryland, with hardly any of it directly benefitting
Washington, DC's businesses or residents.

In the face of this competitive challenge, the good news is that
recent changes in social and econornic conditions are helping to turn things
around in Washington, DC

The F,conornic Resurgence of Washington, DC



EnnpTOYMENT IS CrTnngING BNCr UP

While the city's core industry - the federal government - has drastically

cut jobs, and although the city has not captured as many federal

procurement dollars and private job growth as the rest of the region,

some of the key numbers are beginning to improve.

Private sector jobs in the city rose by 2 percent in 1997, a net
increase of 8,500 jobs, representing a truly dramatic rise at a time
when federal and local government employment were both shrinking.

During 1997 ,600 new businesses were launched in the city,

20 percent more than the previous year.

The number of employed Washington, DC residents is finally
increasirg, rising from 243,8OO in mid-L997 to 248,700 in mid-1998,

a 2 percent jump.

Government and private employment combined is now rising in
Washington, DC for the first time in 6 years, increasing in 1998

by 1,500 jobs to a new total of 6I4,7}Ojobs in the city. Currently,
there are more people working in Washington, DC than living here.

The size of the resident labor force (those employed as well
as those actively looking for work) has started to grow, from
266,400 to 273,800 during the pastyear.

C,q,.pTT,q.T INVESTMENT IS Exp,q,NIDING

The new MCI Center has sparked business and tourism activity for
blocks around, with current estimates of new building investment
in the nearby downtown area totaling more than $3.1 billion,
including over 10 million square feet of new office space and

more than 1,700 new hotel rooms. The number of annual
visitors to dovrntown arts, culture, and entertainment venues

increased from 4 million in 1996 to 7 million this year.

Indeed, the city is once again the predominant office invest-

ment market in the region, with net absorption of over 1.1

million square feet of office space in 1997, and a 30 percent
increase in office occupancy rates between 1992 and 1997.

The new Washington, DC Convention Center is expected to pump

$ 1.1 billion into the region's economy in 2003, its first year of
operation, a figure that will reach $ t.+ billion by its fifth year.

A public-private partnership has recently established three Business

lmprovement Districts (BIDs) in the city - Dornrntornm DC, the

Golden Triangle, and Georgetornm - reflecting a commitment to

improving and maintaining a high-quality "clean, safe, and friendly"
business and tourist environment in the city's major commercial
employment centers.

Ron Engle
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Tourist Visitorc to Woshington, DC

1990 r99r 1992 t995 t994 t995 t996 1997

Totols are for the Woshington Metro Areo

Source: Annual Report ond TravelTrends, Washington, DC
Convention ond Vlsitors Associotion, l 996 ond t 997

Homeownership and property values are on the rise. Homes sold in
Washington, DC during the first half of I 998 increased by 48 percent
over the same period in 1997 - a percentage rise far higher than
any suburban county in the region or any other city in America.
The 1998 increase came on top of a 30 percent jump in home sales

in the city during 1997 . Washington, DC's home prices in 1998 are

9 percent higher than in 1995, and the percentage of the city's
households who own their owrr home grew from 3 5 percent in 1992
to nearly 43 percent by 1997 , an even faster increase than the very
rapid rise in the national homeownership rate since 1993.

The number of tourists visiting the nation's capital has grown
consistently throughout this decade - from 19 million in I99O
to 22.4 million in 1997,

Research and development spending per capita in Washington, DC
increased by 77 percent foom 1990 to 1995 - substantially above

the US average rise of 24 percent.

The number of patents registered by Washington, DC inventors grew
by 5 5 percent from 1990 to I 997 , much more than the national
average of 2O percent growth.

Washington, DC now ranks third highest among major US cities
in its percentage of college educated residents - over 36 percent
of the city's adult population have earned a college or university
degree.

Recent public and private community investment of $300 million is

creating 6,000 neighborhood jobs, 1,700 new and renovated homes
and apartments, affordable homeownership opportunities for 1,500
families,25O,O00 square feet of neighborhood retail and office space,

the revitalization of l6 community business districts, and nearly 50

new or renovated neighborhood service centers - including health
care and child care, arts and recreation, education and job training,
parks and playgrounds.

CNINTE IS DowN AND SocItL CoNDITIoNS
ARE INNPNOVING

The number of violent crimes per 1,000 population dropped by
15 percent fromL993 to 1996, and violent deaths of juveniles fell
by 26 percent during the same period.

High school graduation rates rose I 6 percent in 1997,

Juvenile crime declined by 15 percent in 1997.

The teen birth rate dropped by 2I percent between 1993 and 1996.

Infant deaths per 1,000 live births declined by 29 percent from I99l
to 1996.
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SAT scores by high school students rose by more than 2 percent from
1993 to I 997 , a higher rate of increase than the national average.

THE CTry GovgnNMENT IS SHowTNG Slcxs
OF A TUNXAROUND

The city has achieved balanced budgets for two years in a row, with
a surplus of $tS0 million in 1997 and over $5OO million projecred
for 1998.

In March of 1998, the nation's most important credit rating agencies,
Standard and Poor's and Moody's Investors Service, upgraded the city's
bond rating.

The election of Anthony Williams as the city's new Mayor has
brought a positive spirit of reform, and hope for improvement in
the city government's seryice delivery.

coNcrusloN
Clearly there is much work to be done to improve the economic and living
conditions of Washington, DC - but most of the trends are moving in
the right direction. The metropolitan economy is thriving. The evidence
suggests that metropolitan Washington is one of the most economically
dynamic regions in the world. Those of us involved in implementing the
Strategic Economic Development Plan for Washington, DC will be riding
a powerfrrl wave of progress that can be successfully harnessed to achieve
the greatest possible benefits for everyone in the city.

This potential success can be best accomplished by focusing
on three strategies:

l. Growing the private sectorl
2. Accelerating the growth of private Industry Networks that

represent the city's major competitive economic assetsl
3. Supporting expansion of the six Industry Networks in the

region overall, then identi$.ing and aggressively promoting
the businesses and jobs in each network that can most
effectively grow and thrive within the city - generating
a much larger piece for Washington, DC of a rapidly
expanding regional economic pie.

The chapters that follow will outline how we plan to focus on
these three strategies, and demonstrate that important and effective
work is already well underway.

Number of New Business Starb
per 10,000 Employees
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Source: Dun and Brodstreet, A Decode of Business Storts
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CH PTFR TWO:

STR TFCIC INNTTSTRIF'S

UR CONFIDENCE IN THIS PLAN'S SUCCESS is based on our belief in
Washington, DC itself. That confidence is well-founded. Washington,

DC has strengths that are unique to the region and the entire country.

No other city is the capital of the United States of America, the center of our
federal government. No other city can offer the information content, the

proximity to federal and global financial institutions, the access to political
Wodrington, DC Hivote Sedor lob Gtowilt power, and the attractions that make Washington, DC an international

t9o*r996 tourist destination. The key to success lies in Washington, DC's ability
PenentChange to build on those unique strengths, by developing its capacity in the

INDUSTRY NETWORKS
private industries in which it has competitive advantages and which are

expected to grow in the 2lst century.

THE IMPORTANCE OF INDUSTRY NETWORKS

Research has shown that cities and regions with the best economic

::*ffi ,:T:l";;:1:::,:H'ff ;r;il:fi l"'fl::::;":':,ilil,
Industry networks are comprised of linked business firms and
support institutions joined together in their efforts to produce
and export a particular family of goods and seryices.

Examples of industry networks include the Silicon Valley's

network in information technology, New York's network in financial
services, and Los Angeles' network in entertainment. Industry networks

within metropolitan economies around the country are responsible for the

nation's economic revival of the past several years and hold the key to 21st

+17

+15

MED|A/PUBLTCATTONS

source: NFA Dotd sey@;:##i#:#H century American prosperity in the "New Economy," which is knowledge

and information-based, technolog;r and communications-intensive, and

globally oriented. Just as America's success in creating and sustaining
industry networks helps put it at the top of the world economy, Washington,

#;fi::Tjn 
exploiting its regional role will help it rise to the top of the

Metropolitan Washington's competitive advantages lie in the
functional specialties that are inherent in its role as the national capital.

Through research and study, six Industry Networks have been identified
for the citv:

Business/ProfessionallFinanciaUAssociation Services
H o sp i t aliq lEnte rtainm ent/Io urism/S p e c ial ty Re tai I
U niversitie s/E du c ationaUResearch Ins titutions
Biomedical Research/Flealth Services
Media/Publications
Information Te chnologyllele c ommunications

-l
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Togetheq these six Industry Networks have been the engines of
prosperity for Washington, DC's economy during the past two decades. From
1980 through 1996, the six Industry Networks collectively grew by 24 percent,
adding 56,400 jobs. During the same time frame, the rest of the city's private
businesses together lost 1,000 jobs, a one percent decline, and total government
emplo;rment dropped by 17 percent, with a net loss of 47 ,800 public sector jobs.

At the end of 1996, these six Industry Networks employed293,400 people,

accounting for 64 percent of all private jobs located in the ciy, up from a J9

percent share in 1980. The six lndustry Networks are the leading edge for the
city within the metropolitan economy - 22 percent of the total jobs in the
region for these six Industry Networks were located in Washington, DC in
1996, compared to just I 5 percent of the regional total for the city's other
private business sectors. The growth of these Industry Networks has been
crucial for the city's economic prosperity and highlights their vital role in
helping diversifi, Washington, DC's economy to compete more effectively
in the regional and global marketplace.

Key Business Sedorc In The Industry Neturorls

Business/ProfessionafFinancial/Association Services

Legal Services Business Services

Business and Professional Associations Management and Public Relations

Real Estate Banking and Related Services

Accounting, Auditing, and Bookkeeping Insurance, Pension and Other Funds

Engineering and Architectural Services Securities, Commodities and Related Services

Holding Offices and lnvestment Services

Hospitality/Entertainment/Tourism/Specialty Retail

Eating and Drinking Establishments Lodgings

Recreational Activities Specialty Retail

Museums, Art Galleries, Botanical Gardens,
and Arboreta

Universities/Ed ucationa /Research lnstitutions

Private Colleges and Universities Research and Testing Services

Vocational Schools

Biomedical Research/Health Services

Iibraries

Hospitals Offices and Clinics of Doctors and Other Practitioners

Nursing and Home Health Care Miscellaneous Health and Allied Services

Research and Testing Services

Medical Manufacturing

Media/Publications

Medical and Dental Laboratories

Miscellaneous Business Services

Radio and Television Broadcasting

Miscellaneous Printing and Publishing Motion Picture Production and Services

Book Cable and Other Pay Television

Information Technology/Telecommunications

Software and Other Computer Services Telecommunications

I nformation Technology

Source: ICF Koiser

Newspapers

Periodicals
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Ron Engle

WHAT ARE THE INDUSTRY NETWORKS AND
WHAT IS BEING DONE TO GROW BUSINESSES AND 

'OBS?

Bu s Tx E S S/PRo F E S S Io NAL/F I NANC IAL/
ASSocIATIoN SERVICES

The largest of the city's six key Industry Networks is Business/
ProfessionaVFinanciaVAssociation Services, with I27,2OO private
sector jobs in 1996,It includes lawyers, bankers, accountants, and
other specialists, along with professional and membership associations.

Washington, DC is currently u major center for many services in
this network, with an employment concentration that is 60 percent
higher than the US average. This Industry Network grew in total
emplo;.ment by 37 percent from 1980 to 1996. Within metropolitan
Washington, 25 percent of all jobs in the network were located inside
the city during 1996.

Opportunities fo, growthr This network is the backbone of
Washington, DC's private sector. Attorneys and law firms dominate
the office buildings downtown, seeking close proximity to the White
House, Congress, federal agencies and courts, as well as their legal
and government relations colleagues. A wide range of specialized and
highly skilled business and professional services are increasingly in
demand, and the presence of the World Bank, lnternational Monetary
Fund, Agency for International Development, Export-Import Bank,
several hundred foreign embassies, and now the recently opened
International Trade Center at the Reagan Building, all point to a
wealth of opportunities in global finance and trade. Finally, associations

are as omnipresent as lawyers. They are essential to the conduct
of the nation's business at both ends of Pennsylvania Avenue.

The Ind.wstry lletwork groory: Led by San dy Fitz-Hugh, President
of NationsBank-Washington, DC and Whayne Quin, Managing
Partner of Wlkes Artis Hedrick & Lane, this network is focusing
on strengthening the public-private partnership for economic
development through institutions such as the new Washington,
DC Marketing Center and the National Capital Revitalization
Corporation, and they are advocating for the appointment of a
Deputy Mayor for Economic Development.

In addition, business, professional, financial, and association leaders

in this Industry Network are concerned about reducing taxes to
promote a better business climate and make Washington, DC's tax
rates more competitive with those in suburban Maryland and Virginia.
Since large tax cuts may cause problems in terms of balancing the
city's budget and in paying for high quality infrastructure and senrices,

a more reasonable approach is to focus on smaller, carefully targeted
tax reductions that encourage job growth. Firms and associations

that provide business, professional, financial, and association services

are increasingly heavy users of information and communications
technology. They would benefit substantially from tax incentives that
encourage new and increased investment in modern equipment and
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software. Investing in the most recent technological advances will
make these companies and associations more economically compet-

itive, make Washington, DC a more cost-effective location, and

help promote technology-based firms to grow jobs within the city.

ACTION I
Reduce Taxes to Encourage Business Use of New Technology
Implement tax reductions to promote new technology in business

firms, including accelerated depreciation of computer equipment,

reducing taxes on software development, and eliminating the

tax on internet access.

H O S p ITALITY/E NTE RTAI N M E NT/TO u RI S M/
SPECTRLIY RETAIL

The second largest Industry Network in the city is

Hospitality lEntertainment/fburis m/Specialty Retail,

with nearly 50,000 private sector jobs in 1996. [t includes
businesses and employees that serve the many national and

international tourists, regional visitors, and city residents

drawn to Washington DC's hotels, restaurants, cultural
attractions, sports and entertainment activities, and specialty

stores. From 1980 to I 996, jobs in this Industry Network
increased by 13 percent. Within the region, the city had

17 percent of the total jobs in the network in I 996.

Opporhonities fo, growth.r This Industry Network illustrates

the powerful s)rmbiosis in the nation's capital between the

federal government and the private sectoE a symbiosis that
creates opportunities for further growth. The base provided by

the federal presence, including the national museums and

monuments that draw millions of visitors to the city every year,

can be a fertile source of ideas and strategies for expanding

private business activity.

Tloe IndowtrT lletwork groot/p: Led by William Edwards, Mid-Atlantic
Regional Manager of the Hilton Hotels, and Barbara Wolfson,
Director of Community Relations for the DC Heritage Tourism
Coalition, this Industry Network is working to develop a compre-

hensive hospitality industry plan for Washington, DC, bringing
together hotels, restaurants, the city's various tourism organizations,

and the convention business, with arts and cultural associations,

museums, historic sites, and neighborhood tourism initiatives.

AcrroN 2

Create a Hospitality Industry Plan for the Entire City
Generate a comprehensive Hospitality Industry Plan to attract
visitors and tourists to spend more time and money during the day

and in the evening at sites and businesses both downtown and in
Washington, DC's culturally rich and diverse neighborhoods.

Ron Engle
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Number of Potent Gran8 lssued
per 10,000 Populotion

U N TVE RS ITI E s/E o u CAf I o NAT/RE S EARC H I x STTTUTI o N S

The Universities/EducationaVResearch lnstitutions Industry Network
includes the staff of Washington's many think-tanks and other policy
research institutions as well as the staff of the city's major universities,

each of which has adapted its own teaching and research specialties

to take advantage of its location in the nation's capital. In 1996 this
network employed 42,OO0 people in the city, a five percent increase

over the number of jobs in 1980. Over 57 percent of the region's
jobs in this network were located within the city in I 996, a very high
degree of concentration.

Opporum.iti.es for growth: With world class think-thanks, universities,

and other research and educational institutions, the city possesses

a unique resource that offers a strategic competitive advantage in
today's knowledge-based economy. The city should continue to create

jobs within this network, which will help attract to Washington, DC
the new talent and resources necessary to compete more effectively
in the global marketplace of the 2Ist century.

Tlce Ind,ustry Network grooryr Led by Dr. Charlene Drew Jarvis,
President of Southeastern University and Chair of the District of
Columbia Council Committee on Economic Development, and

Herman Bulls, Managing Partner of LaSalle Partners, this network
is working with the Consortium of Universities of the Metropolitan
Washington Area and the Initiative for a Competitive Inner City to
create a collaborative effort by graduate business schools and other
university departments throughout the region. Their mission is pro-
viding technical assistance to help promote small business entre-

preneurship among minority-owned and community-based firms.

Several obstacles currently impede Washington, DC's universities,

and particularly their graduate business schools, from fully realizing
the opportunities available to strengthen the economic fabric of their
surrounding communities. These impediments include the lack of
faculty champions, minimal funding, and a scarcity of resources

for programs supporting urban economic development. In some cases,

university faculty, staff, and students are not aware of the potential
value in cultivating relationships with the local business community.

The Industry Networr' 's initiative, working together with the Consortium

of Universities, is designed to overcome these obstacles and connect

scholars and practitioners in ways that are mutually beneficial and will
help city residents and business owners prosper and create more jobs.

AcrroN 3

Involve Universities in Supporting Economic Development
Encourage local universities to provide technical and financial
packaging assistance for small business entrepreneurs, including
minority-ovrmed and community-based firms. In this inner-city
economic development initiative, universities also \ /ill reach out
to the business community to establish a mentoring network for
small entrepreneurs, as well as condwct field studies, special

1992 1995 1994 t995 t996 t997

Source: US Department of Commerce,
Patent ond Trodemark Office
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courses, research, policy analysis and other related economic

development activities.

BIoInEDICAL RpSEnRCH/HEALTH SERVICES

Among the fastest growing industries in the US economy, the
Biomedical Research/Health Services Industry Network includes
the medical staff of the city's major hospitals as well as the medical

researchers drawn here to work on projects funded by the National
lnstitutes of Health, and firms that provide supplies for these activities.

Total private employment in 1996 was 40,800 in the city for this
Industry Network, 2O percent of the metropolitan total. Biomedical
research and health services firms created nearly 13,000 new private

sector jobs in Washington, DC since 1980, growing at an impressive

rate of 45 percent, far exceeding the city's overall economic
performance.

Opportotnities fo, growttt; Washington, DC serves as a central hub
for many key aspects of the broader metropolitan Industry Network,

especially hospitals, and research and testing services. This Industry
Network has grown rapidly, and will best sustain its growth by
diversifiring into new business areas such as medical research,

biotechnology, and home health care. One k"y concern for retaining
and attracting businesses and jobs is creating a more favorable

regulatory environment.

The Inil.ustry Network grou.f,: Led by John Green, Senior Vice-

President of Helfu</Medlantic, and Robert Malson, President of the

District of Columbia Hospital Association, this Industry Network is

working to level the playing field with Maryland and Virginia by

streamlining the city's regulatory oversight of health care and hospitals.

AcrroN 4
Streamline Health Care Industry Regulations
Level the regulatory playrng field with health care providers in
the surrounding region by simpliSring the Certificate of Need

processr permitting procedures, and licensing requirements.

MEDIA/PUBLICATIoNS

Washington, DC has been and continues to be a major center
for media and publications industries. In 1996, the city's Media/
Publications Industry Network employed 20,000 people in the
private sector, experiencing 9 percent job growth since 1980. More
than 28 percent of the total metropolitan jobs in this network are

in the city, highlighting Washington, DC's competitive advantage

in media production and content.

Opportowtities fo, growtlo; While emplo;'ment concentration in
periodicals, newspapers and television broadcasting is already well
developed, newer industries such as motion picture and cable

television senrices are beginning to emerge and grow in Washington,
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Adarus Morgam Day

1992 1995 1994 r99s

Source: Notionol Science Foundotion

DC. This Industry Network can position itself to broaden its base

and take advantage of the rising demand for "content" and "new
media" products and services, including computer graphics and

animation, and web site design for internet users. In order to take

full advantage of these growing opportunities, the quality of life
in the city must improve to attract a larger group of creative and

talented workers and entrepreneurs. Marketing the city's image

becomes critically important for the future vitality of this Industry
Network. Also needed is increasing the critical mass of both large

and small companies by developing media-oriented business

districts in and near downtowrr.

Th.e Inilu.stry Netwoile groorpr Led by Austin Kiplinger, Chairman
of Kiplinger Washington Editors, and Todd Mason, President of
Atlantic Video, this Industry Network is developing a three -year local,

regional, and international campaign to improve the city's image.

ACTION 5

Launch a Media Campaign to Improve the City's Image
Mount a comprehensive thre e-year print and broadcast media

campaign, starting with a videotape on the Strategic Economic
Development Plan, to improve the city's image in the region

and around the world.

InTonMAIIoN TE C HNoLoGY/TE LE C oMMUNICAIIoN S

Based in one of the fastest growing areas of the New Economy,

the Information Technology/Telecommunications Industry Network
includes software designers, privately sponsored computer systems

developers, and information engineers in the space satellite commu-

nications industry. It is just beginning to grow in the city, with less

than 15,000 private sector jobs in 1996 out of a regional total of
over I77,OOO. Metropolitan Washington is becoming one of the

country's leading regions for information technology and telecom-

munications. Enormous potential exists for the city to develop

strategic linkages with the metropolitan lndustry Network, that
generated an astonishing 178 percent job growth from 1980 to 1996,

Opportonnities fo, growtlr: The city can begin to claim a bigger

piece of the regional Industry Network by identif ing and building
upon business strategies that can flourish most effectively in an

urban environment. A recent analysis by Potomac KnowledgeWay

suggests the city should market itself as a "content developer." As

the internet and other elements of information technology and

telecommunications business expands, a chief concern \ /ill be access

to a large quantity and high quality of information to transmit across

the globe. The relentless search for good information content leads

directly to the nation's capital, providing the city with a major
competitive advantage in the regional and global marketplace for
new and advanced technology.

Research ond Development
Expenditures per Capito
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The Indortry Nettaork growp: Led by Marie Johns, President of
Bell Atlantic - Washington, DC, and Pedro Alfonso, President of
D;rnamic Concepts, this Industry Network is creating a Washington,

DC Technology Council to promote technology-based businesses

and jobs throughout the cry, and especially in targeted "technology

districts." The council will concentrate on issues such as research

and technological innovation, education and workforce development,

economic incentives for technology companies and districts,

availability of business financing, providing technical assistance to

small firms, and procurement opportunities with private and public

sector clients.

AcrroN 6

Establish a Technology Council to Attract and Erpand Firms

Establish a Washington, DC Technology Council to support

attraction and expansion of technology-based business firms

and jobs in the city.

GROWING BUSINESSTS AND IOBS ACROss THE PRIVATE SECTOR

The strategy for growing businesses and jobs by building on the strength

of Washington, DC's six leading Industry Networks has two parts. First,

each network is working on high priority actions that are of specific

importance to the companies and organizations in their field. Second,

other across-the-board initiatives are needed for all the Industry

Networks to grow, and for retaining and attracting enterprises and

jobs of all shapes, sizes, and colors, regardless of the network to which

they belong. This section contains seven key actions designed to forward

the city's strategy for growing the private sector within the Industry

Networks and beyond. The actions in the next two chapters, Strategic

Populations and Strategic Areas, also promote business and job growth

and are fundamental parts of the overall vision and strategy.

The first action is to expand the newly created Washington, DC

Marketing Center. This is a major public-private partnership focused

on marketing to retain and attract firms. It incorporates the Business

Ambassadors program of the District of Columbia Chamber of
Commerce and the Early Warning System of the District of Columbia

Building Industry Association, and works together with the down-

tornm marketing activities of the Dornmtornrn DC and Golden Triangle

Business Improvement Districts, the neighborhood marketing

activities of the Coalition of Economic Development Organizations,

DC Agenda, and the DC Heritage Tourism Coalition, the city's various

convention and tourism marketing entities, and the city government's

business outreach programs.

lndustry Network leaders told us that aggressive marketing to keep and

recruit companies, as is done by most other cities and counties, is

essential for Washington, DC's economy to become more competitive

in the regional and global marketplace. [t is even more important in
this city, because to grow the private sector we first need to change

Ron Engle
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the existing image that many executives already have of Washington,
DC's business environment.

AcnoN 7

Expand the Marketing Center to Retain and Attract Firms
Increase funding to e>pand the Washington, DC Marketing
Center by adding staff and resources for aggressively retaining
and attracting businesses and jobs, targeting firms in the Industry
Networks with special incentives and marketing campaigns to
generate 1,000 new jobs annually. The Marketing Center will
work with the public and private sectors to improve the availability
of information needed for economic development, including an

E"tly Warning System for potential business relocations, comput-
erized geographic information systems, and an ongoing census

of firms and associations conducting business within the city.

In our discussions with business and community leaders, the
unfriendly regulatory process was the most frequently cited complaint
of entrepreneurs and neighborhood residents alike. This issue has

been extensively studied by numerous commissions and task forces,
and legions of newspaper and television reporters have cut their
professional teeth chronicling tragic stories of mismanagement, delay,

confusion, and hostility in the city's permits, licenses, and other forms
of regulatory approval and enforcement. Now there is new leadership
at the Department of Consumer and Regulatory Affairs, and as the
asency moves to a new building later this yea\ it is time to make
a new start. The Business Regulatory Reform Commission, the
District of Columbia Council, and the Financial Responsibility and
Management Assistance Authority determined both the need for
sweeping reform and the precise nature of the changes to be made.

For Washington, DC's economic strategy to succeed, it is imperative
that these reforms are implemented rapidly and completely.

AcrroN 8

Implement Reforms in Consumer and Regulatory Affairs
Thke immediate action to implement recently adopted manage-

ment reforms and legislation, especially the recommendations of
the Business Regulatory Reform Commission, to transform the
Department of Consumer and RegulatoryAffairs into a more
responsive agency.

The third action relates to the use of special incentives for business
retention and attraction. [n the past, the city has not been aggressive

about pursuing firms. One executive whose organization is located
downtown told us that he had received hundreds of offers from other
cities to relocate with financial incentives to sweeten the deal. In
contrast, he has never received a single letter or phone call from our
city government asking him to stay. Luckily for us, he is deeply

committed to the city. Not everyone is so loyal, and many businesses

and jobs have either slipped away or never arrived over the years.

Incentives can make a difference, and the ones that the President
and Congress provided to Washington, DC in the special Enterprise

The Ecomomic Reswrgence of Washington, DC



Zone must be aggressively marketed, from the Employment Tax

Credit, to Enterprise Zone Bonds, to zero capital gains taxes.

In addition, particular deals can be made using targeted one-of-a-
kind incentive packages, such as the recent negotiations with the Ritz-

Carlton Hotel Company over developing a new office building and
moving its world headquarters to Washington, DC. Tailor-made

incentives should be clearly tied to major economic benefits for the
city and its residents, the most important being substantial job
opportunities along with procurement opportunities for local suppliers
and contractors.

AcrroN 9
Provide Targeted Incentives to Grow Firms and Expand Jobs
Provide incentives for businesses to relocate and/or expand in
Washington, DC, connecting these incentives to encouraging
employment opportunities for city residents.

Assisting small businesses in obtaining procurement contracts

to provide goods and services for large corporate and govern-
ment purchasers is one important strategy for growing the
private sector. Dr. Stephen Fuller of George Mason University
studied trends in federal government procurement for our
Strategic Plan, and his findings were very surprising. He
documented that the $22 billion in annual federal procurement

has helped fuel the private sector in metropolitan Washington,

generating nearly 200,000 jobs in businesses throughout the
region, especially in northern Virginia. Businesses listing an
address in Washington, DC receive about $4 billion of these

federal purchasing dollars, but Dr. Fuller, discovered through
detailed case study investigation that 88 percent of this money
actually pays for work performed in the suburbs. By his

calculation, federal procurement only supports 3,000 private
jobs in the city, and two-thirds of those are held by people

living in Maryland or Virginia. It is vital that real Washington,

DC companies that hire real Washington, DC workers be

competitive in obtaining a much larger share of these federal
contracts. Technical assistance offered through a public-private

collaborative can help make the difference.

Technical assistance for small businesses should not simply be

limited to federal procurement. Major employers such as the World Banb
Inter-American Development Bank, International Monetary Fund,
Fannie Mae, and many other large organizations based in the city and

throughout the region can be sources of procurement contracts for
small businesses that are creating jobs in the city. The Greater
Washington Board of Trade's Community Business Partnership program

is a good model to be emulated and expanded. Nso, the Universities/
EducationaVResearch lnstitutions Industry Network project using

business schools to support small firms is another key resource for
targeted procurement assistance.

Federal Procurement in Metropolitan
Washington, 1990 - 1997
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Acrrox l0
Assist Local Firms in Obtaining Federal and Private Contracts
Provide local firms with technical assistance in bidding on

federal procurement contracts to capture a larger share of this
rapidly growing multi-billion dollar activity for Washington, DC's

companies and workers. Also, work with other major employers

and institutions, such as the World Bank, Inter-American
Development Bank, International Monetary Fund, Fannie Mae,

and many others, to increase contracts for the city's companies

to provide goods and services.

For small businesses to start-up and expand, most need more than
technical assistance, or even procurement contracts. Many of them
need financing, including loans and other forms of credit, plus

venture capital and additional types of equity investments. Minority-
owned and community-based businesses often need extra assistance

in obtaining capital to grow. Fortunately, the federal Community
Reinvestment Act serves as an incentive for mainstream lenders to do

more urban lending both for businesses and housing. Both the federal

and city governments have special programs to increase capital
access, as do several other k"y public-private partnerships. The new

National Capital Revitalization Corporation and the new CityFirst
Bank will both soon begin plapng important financial roles. What
is needed is a concerted effort to mobilize capital resources and

coordinate them more effectivelv.

Acnox 1l
Increase C apital Availability for C ommunity-Based Businesses

Utilize various tools to expand available capital financing for
business start-ups and expansion, and for neighborhood
economic development, including community development

financial institutions such as the CityFirst Bank, Community
Reinvestment Act commitments from mainstream lending
institutions, and public programs offered by the Small Business

Administration and other entities.

To maximize the potential benefits of our strategy for growing
prosperity in Washington, DC, we must see ourselves as part of a
larger metropolitan economy, help the region grow, and capture a
larger share of an expanding economic pie. The Industry Networks
are metropolitan in scope; making the city components more

competitive requires a regional perspective.

Dr. Stephen Fuller has stated that because Washington, DC is the
national capital, economic linkages between the city and surrounding
suburbs are even stronger than in most metropolitan regions. Based

on thorough research, he estimated that for every dollar increase in
Washington, DC's production of goods and services, the suburban

areas gain $1,44 in economic growth. Maryland and Virginia
businesses and residents benefit very substantially from the city's

economic expansion. To a lesser extent, Washington, DC also benefits

from suburban regional growth, which creates both business oppor-
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tunities for city-based firms and job opportunities for local
residents. Therefore, promoting metropolitan cooperation for
mutual economic benefit through a series of cooperative, "win-win"
initiatives is a vital action in our furthering economic strategy.

Acrron 12

Promote Metropolitan Cooperation for Mutual
Economic Benefit
Promote metropolitan cooperation that serves the combined
economic interests of the city and the region, including connecting

Washington, DC's residents to metropolitan jobs, creating NoMa
as a multim edial technology district focused on generating

"content" for growing information technology and telecommuni-

cations businesses, extending Metrorail transit service to Dulles

Airport to strengthen the ties between dovrntown Washington,
DC and metropolitan growth, co-

sponsoring the Olympic Games

to be held in the Washington-
Baltimore region during the

summer of 2OI2, promoting the

Washington, DC Bicentennial
in the year 2000, developing

the Empowerm ent Zone as a

partnership of Washington, DC
and Prince George's County,

and having the Washington, DC
Marketing Center work actively

with the Greater Washington
Initiative in marketing the region

to attract and retain businesses

and jobs.

Washington, DC's Proportionate Shore of Federol Employment in the
Notional Capital Region 1969 - 1997
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While the federal government is not as dominant in Washington, DC's

economy as it was a generation dgo, since this is the nation's capital,

federal officials still have a compelling interest in maintaining and

enhancing the health and vitality of the city. The people who
participated in preparing our strategic plan clearly recognized the
advantages of including the federal government as a full partner, and

many federal officials have been actively involved in the planning
process. From the Navy Yard to New York Avenue, and from Georgia

Avenue to East of the River, the federal government can play a

constructive role helping to grow businesses, jobs, families, and

communities in our citv./

At the same time, we must work harder to ensure that the federal

government does not economically harm the city. For example, 82

percent of the entire metropolitan region's federal job losses between

Jrly 1993 and J.rly 1998 occurred inside Washington, DC. The city
lost 46,000 federal jobs in a five-year period, which dealt a body

blow to the local economy and contributed significantly to the city's

fiscal diffrculties. The National Capital Planning Commission
estimates that each federal job generates three jobs in the private

Citizens Plan for Prosperity in the 21st Century



Federal Technology Seruice (FTS)

FTS Percentage Employment by lurisdiction

The number of FTS employees in Washington,DG has dropped from 1,175 in 1985 to 170 in 1998.

The number of FTS employees in Northern Virginia has risen lo t87, up from 69 in 1985.
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Source: CUED/GSA

sector, and the negative economic impacts of federal job losses are

similarly magnified.

A study by Reath Communications for our Strategic Plan found that

Washington, DC's share of total federal employment in the region has

declined from 58.3 percent in 1977 to 5I.7 percent in 1997. This

is far short of the National Capital Planning Commission's offrcial

goal that the city should have 60 percent of the region's federal jobs.

These devastating losses for the city have taken place despite the

existence since 1978 of Presidential Executive Order 12072, which

requires federal departments and agencies to show a preference for
central city business areas in the location of their offices and other

facilities.

Despite a federal court decision upholding the legal validity of
Executive Order I 2072, the federal government, and particulutly
the General Services Administration (GSA) which has primary

enforcement responsibility, has done little to stem the flow of federal

jobs moving from the central business area of Washington, DC to
far-flung suburban locations. This exodus has contributed to the air

pollution, traffic congestion, and land-use sprawl that increasingly
charac t erize metropolitan
Washington. Even the addition
of Presidential Executive Order
13006, which gives a preference

for federal government location
in historic buildings and historic
districts, combined with President

Clinton's reaffirmation in 1996 of
Executive Order I 2072, had little
positive impact to date.

A classic example of the federal

government's disregarding its own

rules and regulations is documented

by Viki Reath in her report. GSAs

own entity, the Federal Technology

Service (FTS - formerly called the

Federal Telecommunications
Services), as recently as the fall of
1985 had l,l7 5 employees working
in Washington, DC, and 69 in the

Virginia suburbs. Even as late as

the fall of 1994, FTS had 870

workers in the city and 2O5 in the

suburbs. Yet by the fall of 1998,

the number of FTS workers in the

city had dropped to I70, an 86 percent decline in just 13 years.

During the same period, FTS jobs in northern Virginia had grown

by 46O percent! And this was done by the federal agency that is
responsible for making sure that the other federal departments follow

Executive Order 12072. Finally, in 1998 as part of the preparation

The Econornic Besurgemce of Washingtom, DC
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for our Strategic Plan, local public and private sector leaders

protested to GSA, and FTS agreed to move 100 jobs back into the

city, along with a new economic partnership to support the growth

of private businesses working with the Washington, DC Technology

Council. FTS Director Dennis Fischer plans to put a "Center for
Excellence in Information Technology" downtown in the new
Reagan Building. This example shows the positive role the federal

government can play in partnership with the city, and why it so

important for Washingtonians to be vigilant about preventing the
negative effects of federal actions.

Acrron 13

Strengthen Economic Partnership with the
Federal Government
Work to improve the city's partnership with the federal govern-

ment by aggressively marketing available incentives, focusing
on the redevelopment of surplus property, exploring options

for increased funding, making greater use of federal agency

resources, and promoting innovative economic development

efforts such as the US Navy's "Bridges to Friendship" initiative
tied to expansion of employment at the N"ry Yard. Through
the Washington, DC Marketing Center, monitor and take action

to prevent federal jobs and agencies from leaving the city, as

well as actively recruit federal employment back from locations

outside the citv.

coNcLusroN
While the city's position as the nation's capital is one of its greatest strengths,

the central economic task now is to grow the private sector, with the federal

government as a good citizen and full partner in this effort. The main engines

of prosperity are the six key Industry Networks, and they can serve as the
rising tide that will help lift up many other business activities and bring more
jobs and increased prosperity to all our residents and neighborhoods.
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CH PTFR THRFF:

STR TF'GIC POPTTT TTONS

OST ECONOMIC PLANS developed by cities focus exclusively on

achieving business goals. This plan is different.

The writers of the plan understand that a good economy is not an end

in itself; rather, it is the means that allows us, as a city and as a society, to

create a good quality of life for the greatest number of people. A good economy

does not necessarily bry well-planned neighborhoods and vibrant communities.

It does not necessarily b.ry job opportunities and financial well-being. It does

not necessarilv buv excellent schools and teachers.

It takes planning to achieve these things.

What follows is our plan to improve the quality of life for those who

live and work in Washington, DC at the same time that we improve our

economy. We \ /ill do this by establishing a world-class system for local work-

force development and by increasing the number of people and families who

find the city an attractive place to live.

Over the course of our work it became clear that these two elements

were critical to the success of Washington, DC.

A well-trained worldorce is ever more essential as America completes its

transition to the information age and as the city seizes the opportunity to

play a significant role in a burgeoning metropolitan economy. Washington,

DC's prosperig is directly linked to the prosperity of the region, and vice

versa. Yet our analysis found that the city is being held back in its efforts to

expand because it lacks a sufficient number of adequately trained workers.

Also, we need to increase the population of our city. A growing

population creates dynamism and stability in all aspects of urban life, including

economic activity. It also creates conditions and support mechanisms that help

people move out of poverty.

What follows is a detailed analysis of how these two elements affect

the fortunes of the city and shape our action-oriented plan for success. As in

the other parts of the report, the key actions explained in this chapter were

carefully tailored to meet the city's needs by 
" 

hard-wotkitg group of citizens.

We are convinced that our plan will work to build on the positive momentum

that already exists throughout the city.

The Econornic Resurgence of Washington, DC



WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT

TUE CunnENT SIruerIoN

In preparation for this report, our working group

members met with business leaders throughout
the region in order to better understand the barriers

preventing unemployed city residents from obtaining
jobs. The two issues many participants consistently
identified as Washington, DC's most pressing challenges

were combating the city's negative image and finding a
skilled workforce.

Workforce preparation must be a city priority and the
city must do a better at connecting people to jobs.

Ed ucati ona l/Tro i n i n g Req u i re m enb for
Industry Networls

Media

lnformation
Technology

Universities

770t6

I On-the-job
training and/
or work
experience

il Postsecondary
vocational
training or
an Associate
Degree

IE At least a
Bachelors
Degree

- Master's
Degree
or higher

750/o

Business

Services

Despite a booming regional economy, the city still suffers Biomedical

because a significant number of its residents are

unemployed or underemployed. Some Washingtonians ,rorllXll
haven't look for a job in such a long time that for
statistical purposes they are not even counted as part
of the worKorce. The official unemployment rate in November,

1998 for Washington, DC was 8.3 percent, compared to a much
lower 2.9 percent for the entire metropolitan Washington region.

The higher unemploynent rate in the city in 1998 is at least partially
due to the much more severe impacts on Washington, DC's residents

of the sharp decline in federal and local government emplo;rment.

However, the data also show that there are far more jobs in the city
than there are local residents filling them. Some people living in the

city, especially some of our youth, currently lack the technical skills,

educational baclground, and god work history souglrt by most employers,

making it diffrcult for them to get a decent full-time job.

While Washington, DC's leading Industry Networks require many

employees with higher skills than more traditional manufacturing
sectors, most of the jobs provided by these network businesses still
can be performed by high school graduates. Altogether, 63 percent
of the emplo;'ment - 185,000 jobs - can be performed by persons

with no formal training beyond the high school level.

The business leaders we talked to told us that their most urgent employ-

ment needs can be met by good workers at the entry level, rather
than workers who already had high levels of lob training and work
experience. But they also need people with good basic skills, positive

work habits, and a strong desire to learn and perform effectively.

This means that while the city needs to invest in its people by training
residents for higher-skilled jobs, in the immediate future we can begin

by preparing many of our youth and young adults for entry-level jobs

that are available right now. Today, Washington, DC has more low
skill jobs located in this city than residents who hOld them. Many
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of these modestly paid positions are currently being filled by workers
who commute from Virginia or Maryland.

*TIff '1,:: ";'nH:",iil:H:ffi fr: Tm r#,';
much of the country is that the numerous public and private organi-
zations working in this field have not yet formed a comprehensive,

lll-coordinated system.

For example, a study conducted last year by the Technical Assistance
and Training Corporation found that job training programs offered by
the Department of Employment Services were generally ineffective in
addressing the complex needs facing the city's workforce. Many of

:1:;:ri,'":'ffi;:";T;:1i::T'H::H:"#:::ii::#n:
community-based efforts, such as the Foundation for Educational
lnnovation's DC Link and Learn, the United Planning Organization's
Bridges to Work, and Capital Commitment, are better tailored for
producing results by placing people in decent jobs well-suited to the
regional economy.

The urgent necessity for such services will increase in the coming
years as mechanisms to stimulate job growth in the city are put in
place and as many more employment opportunities are created by
the Industrv Networks./

TUE STRAIEGIC SoTUTIoN

The goal of this strategy is to create a world class workforce develop-
ment system for Washington, DC. Based on our analysis summanzed
above, we know that the city must do a better job of preparing its

;::rffi i';i:#:;"Hfi",. :il:.ff Jffi :*ff:;iffi:*-
region, and connect employers - especially those that are gro-irg
jobs in Washington, DC - with qualified workers who fulfill their
business and organizational needs. To do this effectively, we must
provide more opportunities for genuine, career-oriented education
and employment training at the high school level and beyond, in
college and at job training and placement centers. The recommen-
dations that follow accomplish just that.

The first action is focused on turning the soon-to-be-established
Workforce Investment Board into a genuine clearinghouse and public-
private partnership coordinating a more effective worldorce development
system that brings together employers, such as the Industry Networks,

;'l ;:T ?fi H'#ffi:H I ?* Tffi fiT*: J" Jh ::" " 
c i e s'

Acnox t4
Establish the Workforce Investment Board as a Clearinghouse
Establish the Workforce Investment Board (WIB) as a public-
private partnership in Washington, DC serving as a central
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clearinghouse and network to link education, community-based

support services, skills training, and job placement with employers

and industry associations. The WIB should promote and enforce

standards of accountability and performance by job training
providers, and spearhead management reforms in the Department

of Employment Services.

The next action, strongly recommended by many employers, is to
strengthen the role of the University of the District of Columbia in
granting Associate Degrees for one or two-year career-oriented programs

directly tied to employment opportunities in metropolitan Washington.

Acrrox 15

Erpand the role of the Univereity of the District of Columbia
Build the cap aciq of the University of the District of Columbia
(UDC) to meet the needs of the Industry Networks and other
major employers by expanding Associate Degree programs to

complement the existing four-year curriculum.

The third action takes a similar approach for the public schools and

public charter schools. They need to expand their links to employers

by designing effective teaching methods to train students for careers

in the work world, in hospitaliqr, information technology, automotive

engineedrg, culinary arts, telecommunications, performing arts,

media, health care, l"-, finance, international trade, association

management, marketirg, geographic information systems, aerospace,

and many other promising fields.

Actrorx 16

Support Public ttschool-to-Careertt Programs and
Charter Schools
Provide resources for public "school-to-career" programs

and public charter schools to train students for jobs in
growing industries such as hospitality and information
technology.

The last action recognizes that there are many job opportunities

in the city that should be available for local residents, but that we

should lift our sights beyond our borders and assist city residents

in gaining access to suburban jobs, at the same time that we

actively encourage suburban residents currently working in
Washington, DC to bry a home and live in our city.

Acrrox 17

Connect Washington, DC Residents to
Metropolitan Jobs
Enable the ciry's residents to obtain good jobs throughout

metropolitan Washington by supporting the Regional Jobs
lnitiative, Bridges to Work, and similar partnership
activities linking suburban employers with city-based

providers of job training and placement, transportation,

child care, and related support senrices.

Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) Scores
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L atin Arnerican Festia al

AITRACTING AND RETAINING RESIDENTS

THE CunnENT STruErIoN

As noted throughout this report, Washington, DC is a city with
tremendous resources, but it has recently been hampered by a

negative image. The impact of that image can be measured in dollars

and cents, in the numbers of business and job opportunities lost, and

in the decline of the city's population over the past few decades.

Companies and organizations have been less inclined to locate or
remain in the city, and people have been less likely to move here or
stay here. The two things go hand in hand. To reverse one cycle, we

must reverse both. Successfully retaining and attracting businesses

and jobs is interwoven with the need to retain and attract residents.

Business leaders from the Industry Networks told us that the city's

past image made it difficult for them to attract talented young

executives and managers to work here and that this was a significant
constraint on their prospects for expansion within the city. Some

people simply have not wanted to live in a place with the tarnished
reputation of Washington, DC. Our job is to change their perception
for the better.

Between 1950 and 1990, while the population of the metropolitan
region grew by nearly two-and-a-half times, the population of
Washington, DC consistently declined. Although a loss of population
has been typical for most central cities in the northeastern United
States, the impacts on Washington, DC have been particulurly harsh.

Due to the unusual nature of Washington, DC's economy - a city
surrounded by two separate states but with no reciprocal tax-sharing

permitted for the city - a Washington, DC resident with a local job

is worth much more to the city than a local job held by a non-
resident. A recent study by McKinsey and Company showed that
employing 100 Washington, DC residents in jobs located within the

city, produces 84 percent more in income and sales tax revenue

compared to 100 jobs in the city held by suburbanites, who pay no

city income or wage taxes, and who spend far less on city sales taxes

because they and their families do most of their shopping near their
homes and schools. Currently only one-third of the nearly 61 5,000
jobs located within Washington, DC are held by city residents.

Clearly it is beneficial for the city to attract new residents, starting
with the 410,000 people who work here every day but do not live

here. Our challenge is to find out how this can be accomplished.

We analyed the past and present exodus from the city to better
understand why people leave, why others stay, and how we can

effectively use this information to encourage both stability and growth.

The Ecomornic Resurgemce of Washingtom, DC



WHY THTY LEAVE AXO WHY THEY CONNE BACK

Perhaps most surprising was the shift in the city's population by race

and ethnicity. During the 1980s the biggest population losses occurred

among African-Americans, with an average decline of over 1,000

households per year. The city's demographic profile was becoming
smaller but more diverse, as the number of Hispanic households grew

substantially and various other ethnic groups increased slightly.

Losses continued in the early I 990s at a rate nearly five times higher
than the previous decade. While African-American households still
accounted for the highest rate of people leaving the city - averaging

2,400 annual household departures - the number of white residents

also declined by nearly 1,000 households a year, while Hispanic and

Asian households continued to increase.

Data are not available on population changes in Washington, DC
since 1996, but the high loss rates in the early 1990s indicate
that the task of attracting and retaining residents should be a top
priority. Our analysis also made clear that the city must try to retain
and attract a wide variety of households, not simply middle- and upper-

income families, in order to achieve the greatest overall economic

success. Diversity makes good economic sense, because it generates a

broader range of business activities and a more well-rounded workforce.

George Grier of the Greater Washington Research Center did
a study for our Strategic Plan, conducting surveys on migration by

asking households who moved into the cify to explain the main
reasons for their move. His report produced some useful insights.

For white, Hispanic, and Asian households, the most common
motivation for moving into the city was to be near their job,

especially if it was a new job. That tells us it is worthwhile to
encourage local employers to offer incentives for their workers

to move into the city. The other main reason these people moved

here was their desire to take better advantage of the general

conveniences and attractions of city living. This underscores

the importance of improving the quality of life in Washington,
DC, especially the cleanliness and safety of streets and public
spaces, effrciency of transportation and services, and availability
of good housing and cultural amenities. For African-American
households, proximity to family and friends was the reason most

frequently given for their move into the city. This tells us that
working closely with community institutions - churches, schools,

universities, hospitals, banks - to promote homeownership

and neighborhood reinvestment, will help keep African-
American families in Washington, DC, bring them back from
the suburbs, and attract them from other places.

THE STRAIEGIC SoTUTIoN

The city can attract and retain households who represent a broad

cross-section of income levels, racial and ethnic backgrounds, and

Home Prices In Woshington, DC 
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other household characteristics. In order to truly prosper and live up

to its potential as a world class city, Washington, DC must become

a better place to live for all its current and future residents.

That means raising the performance of public schools, improrirg
local government services by having public employees treat residents

as their respected customers, strengthening the economy and the

workforce development system, and making communities more

secure, attractive, and livable.

Increasing homeownership is a central element of our strategy for
success. Homeownership stabilizes and strengthens neighborhoods,

boosts economic investment, and enables families to take better
control of their lives and improve their financial well-being. When
homeownership goes up, other remarkable things start happening
to communities: Crime goes down. Streets are cleaner. Quality of
life improves. Businesses thrive. Neighborhoods come alive.

The strategy is clear: retain and attract residents by increasing home-

ownership; making neighborhoods more attractive to current and

potential residents of all income levels and diverse backgrounds;

ensuring public safety for families and communities; improving
access to cultural and recreational amenities; and getting businesses,

community institutions, and faith-based org anizations actively

involved in expanding the human potential of the city.

The first action focuses on using major employers, churches, schools,

and other community institutions to promote homeownership.

Acrrox 18

Pnomote Homeornarership with Employers, Churches and Schools

Working through the Washington, DC Partners in Homeowner-

ship, recruit major neighborhood employers such as universities

and hospitals, and key community institutions including churches

and schools, to offer incentives for people moving to and living in
Washington, DC's neighborhoods and generating 1,000 new
homeowrrers annuallv.

The next action emphasizes creating a more exciti ng, 24-hour down-

town that draws people in day and night, with far more people living,

shopping, and having fun there.

ACTION T9

Increase Downtown Housing and Mixed-Use Retail,
Services, and Arts
Increase rental housing and homeownership in the downtown
area east of l5th Street, NW, by making more publicly owned sites

available for residential and mixed-use development including
retail stores and services , by providing tax increment financing,
and by offering land use incentives such as zoning modifications

which grant commercial and retail density bonuses to encourage

housing development. Construct or expand arts, entertainment,
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and cultural activities and facilities in and near downtowrl,
including a new national music museum.

The third action puts the spotlight on neiglrborhood arts, culture, and

heritage tourism, bringing more prominently into public view what
is now the best-kept secret of Washington, DC: the beauf urd history

of our manv diverse communities./

AcloN 20
Support and Develop Neighborhood Arts, Culture,
and Tourism
Provide increased public and private financial support for
neighborhood tourism, historic heritage tours, arts festivals and

cultural activities, and create a citywide Heritage Tourism Trail
including theAfrican-American Civil War Memorial and other

sites. Establish a non-profit Cultural Development Corporation
to build and/or manage arts, entertainment, cultural, and

specialty retail activities and facilities in neighborhoods

throughout the city.

This key action supports neighborhood reinvestment by eliminating
blighted eyesores and pockets of crime that detract from quality of

llff:H"i"*"J #*. " 
ew deve lop m e nt that enhan c e s th e
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AcrroN 21

Demolish and Redevelop Blighted Properties
Condemn, acquire and demolish vacant and blighted buildings
in Washington, DC's neighborhoods and make the land available

to those who have a feasible plan for redevelopment. Grant the

Condemnation Board the legislative authority to demolish
property consistent with historic preservation guidelines.

The last action will make communities safer by providing a powerful
tool for law enforcement officials to stamp out drug dealing, prosti-
tution, and other harmful pursuits. Once the police start impounding

:fi:fr ffi ,il,iltl""-"T:::,;il:":#"J';':,:'#ffi "HI;::
obtaining illicit substances and seryices.

AcrroN 22
Enhance Community Safety by Impounding Cars Used
in Crime
Remove barriers to implementation of existing laws by developing

a secured parking lot for motor vehicles used in criminal activities

that are confiscated and impounded by police officers.

coNcrusloN
Washington, DC's greatest resource is its people. By focusing on workforce
development and on attracting and retaining residents, our plan demonstrates

that investing in people is the best strategy for growing our economy.
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HILE THE PREVIOUS CHAPTERS of this report discussed ways that
Washington, DC could become a better place to live and a rnore

prosperous place to work at ajob or owrr a business, this section

will specifically address the neighborhoods, the city blocks, and the buildings

where all of this positive change \ /ill actually take place.

Place matters, It matters if we are going to grow businesses and jobs.

It matters if we are going to attract and retain residents in the city. We must
have real places - vibrant and welcoming places - where companies and

associations can take root, where the Industry Networks can thrive, and where

people can live and work and raise their families with dignity and opportunity.

Successful development of the city's strategic areas \l/ill be a prime generator

of economic vitality, and these areas will benefit from this accelerated growth.

The entire plan, and particularly this part of it, is about taking an

economy that is working well for so many of us, and making sure that it works

for each and every resident, worker, and visitor in Washington, DC.

We have an opportunity to gather the seeds of our current economic

prosperity and use them to invest in our neighborhoods - our businesses and

commercial districts, our homes and schools, our streets and transportation
facilities, our parks and playgrounds, our libraries and museums, our art
galleries and theaters. It all starts with jobs, and our plan is about creating
better jobs for more people.

Our plan for the city's strategic areas is not a plan just for downtoum,

nor one that will benefit only the upper-income residents of the city. This is a
plan for all people and communities; it was written by 

" 
broad cross-section of

the city and it is designed to benefit everyone.

The actions detailed in this section, some of which are already being

carried out, may seem self-evident. You may have heard a few of them discussed

on previous occasions. Other actions are new ideas and have not been attempted

before in our city. Either way, what is different here is the way they are knit
together as part of a comprehensive economic strat e{y, and more importantly,
this time the proposed actions will actually get accomplished.

We divide this chapter on strategic areas into sections on dovrntown

and on neighborhoods. Traditionally in Washington, DC, downtown has been

the main concern of economic development. In our report, many more key

actions are focused on developing and improving neighborhoods.

DOWNTOWN

Downtown Washington, DC is a story of current success and abundant
opportunity. The recent construction and opening of the MCI Center has

dramatically set off a $3.1 billion building boom that is transforming the city
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center - particularly the east end of downtown - with new offrces and hotels.

Downtown Washington, DC has already shown a remarkable 75 percent
increase in visitors and tourists. The new Dovrntown DC and Golden Triangle

Business Improvement Districts (BIDs), with their smiling personnel in colorful
uniforms bringing a "clean, safe, and friendly" ambience to the streets of our
central business areas, have been a positive force for change. A sure sign of
improvement is the real estate market, which leased over one million square

feet of additional office space last year and has increased occupancy rates by

one-third sinc e 1992. Washington, DC now contains over 100 million square

feet of office space, the third largest concentration of any city in the nation,
exceeded only by New York and Chicago. Currently demand for office space

is high, vacancy rates are low, and growth is evident on every corner.

OppoRTUNITY: DEVELoPING DowNTowN

However, dovrntown also once had seven major department

stores and now has just one. Some large employers have

moved workers to "back office" facilities in the suburbs, or
simply moved out of the city altogether.

While the bulk of downtown Washington, DC is bustling
with office space occupied by lawyers, lobbyists, consultants,

federal agencies, and others, two-thirds of those people

commute to work daily from Maryland or Virginia. Their
incomes are not subject to any reciprocal taxation by the city.

This tells us something important. In addition to encouraging

more of these workers to live in the city, we should increase

opportunities for the downtown commuters to spend their
money in the city at night. The best way to do this is to turn
downtown into a lively mixed-use area; a 24-hour city of

;

restaurants, entertainment, and arts, with more people on

the streets, more demand for services, more retail stores, and

more housing.

Some of the work is already being done through the BIDs, in
partnership with many other public and private sector groups.

By keeping the streets and sidewalks cleaner and safer, by marketing

downtown to businesses, visitors, and shoppers, and by encouraging

the improvement of public spaces and fostering the growth of cultural
amenities, downtown is becoming more attractive and lively.

For many businesses, there still is no better place to locate than
Washington, DC with its prestige and its proximity to the White
House, Congress and other important federal institutions. The

growing cost of office space and traffic congestion in the suburbs

has recently become another factor in promoting renewed business

and association interest in a downtown location.

Citizems Plan for Prosperity in the 21st Century
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Woshington, DC Office Occupancy Rates

90.7

The opening of the Reagan Building with its International Trade

Center, the great success of the MCI Center, the commitment to

build a new $0SO million Washington Convention Center and the

opportunity to redevelop the existing one, the planned development of
Gallery Place, the success of the new BET Jazz Restaurant, and many

other recent investments all point to a bright future for downtown.

The accelerating pace of change highlights the need to focus partic-
ular attention on a few key issues: expanding d"y and evening retail

and entertainment activity, building a critical mass of downtown housing,

and dealing with traffic congestion while promoting increased tourism.

The key actions proposed directly address these three major needs.

The first action focuses on creating a new F Street retail corridor that
would include at least a portion of the historic former Woodward

and Lothrop Department Store Building at Metro Center, which was

going to be the new home of the Washington Opera but now is up

for sale.

AcrroN 23
Attract Retail Investment Downtown in the F Street
Comidor
Attract investment to the F Street retail corridor and the
Woodward and Lothrop building downtown through public-
private cooperation.

The next action addresses the need to redevelop a ctty government-

owned site on Pennsylvania Avenue, bringing in new revenue by

constructing an elegant mixed-use building that \ /ill be an asset to

the area, and increasing the supply of downtown housing. Action 19

in Chapter Four on Strategic Populations also emphasizes the need

for more housing and retail stores to be built downtown. This action -
redeveloping the Department of Employment Services (DOES)

building - is also for neighborhoods. DOES would move to a brand
new building constructed in a neighborhood near a Metro station. The

new building would serye as a catalyst to help reitallze that commuttity't

commercial district, much as the Reeves Municipal Building helped

revive business activitv around l4th and U Streets, NW./,

ACTION 24
Use Relocation of EmploSzment Services to Enhance

Development

Redevelop the Department of Employment Services (DOES)

buildingat Sixth Street and PennsylvaniaAvenue, NW, for mixed-

use space, including housing, and build a new headquarters for
DOE S as part of a neighborhood development strategy.

The last action deals with encouraging more visitors and improving

the quality of life in downtown and neighborhoods by getting tour
and charter buses and trucks off the streets where they bring noise,

congestion, pollution, and cause parking problems. A special parking
facility would help mitigate these problems.

1990 r99l 1992 1995 1994 t995 t996 t997
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ACTION 25
Create Parking Facilities for Tour Buses

Establish centrally-located parking facilities for tour and charter
buses, trucks, and other large commercial vehicles, in order to

reduce downtown and neighborhood traffic congestion, noise

and air pollution, and make downtovr.n and neighbor-

hoods more attractive to visitors. Provide convenient
local transportation and other amenities at these sites

to promote tourist use, and encourage bus companies

to create more jobs in the city for local residents.

OppoRTUNITY:
NOMA _ NONTH OF MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE

One of the newest near-downtown development opportunities is in
the area north of Massachusetts Avenue, appropriately called "NoMa."
This are\ directly north of the central business district, will
be anchored by the new Washington Convention Center on the west,

Union Station on the east, and New York Avenue on the north.
The excitement generated by the MCI Center nearby has sparked

interest in the potential of NoMa as a vibrant mixed-use community.

It can become Washington, DC's answer to New York's SoHo and

San Francisco's South of Market - a multimedia and technology district
that includes housing, arts and entertainment, and other attractions.

Cable News Network, National Public Radio, Atlantic Video, and other

media and technology companies already operate in the area) which
stretches eastward from Mt. Vernon Square near downtowrl, along

the New York Avenue corridor to the planned site of a new Metrorail
station serving the Red Line at New York and Florida Avenues, NE.

NoMa is a future business and job generator for the city, especially

for companies in the Information Technologyllblecommunications
and Media/Publications Industry Networks. Its location near the

Congress, excellent transportation accessibility, and availability of
vacant land and underutilized industrial-type buildings and ware-

houses make it a prime candidate for economic investment. The

Washington, DC Marketing Center is recruiting technology firms
and promoting innovative development to attract small entrepreneurs

involved with computer graphics, software, the internet, multimedia,

fiber optics, and similar cutting edge products and services. As this
New York Avenue gateway is served by both freight rail and trucking,
it can serve as an ideal "inland port" and the city's major foreign
trade zone for international commerce.

At the same time, housing is essential for NoMa to thrive. From
traditional townhomes to unconventional live-work spaces, both newly

built and renovated housing will help attract the type of young and

energetic, high-quality workforce that is particularly drawn to a vibrant
urban lifestyle. NoMa will be a magnet for performing and visual

artists, and generate recreational and cultural activities ranging from
restaurants and cafes to art galleries and studios.

Doiy of new Wash,ington. Comtention. Center
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AcuoN 26
Develop NoMa as a Technology, Media, Housing
and Arts District
Develop "NoM a" - North of Massachusetts Avenue - as a new
mixed-use information technology, communications media, arts

and entertainment, and housing district in the area from the

new Washington Convention Center east to Union Station and

north to New York Avenue. Create special financial incentives for
technology firms in NoMa by abating or reducing all city taxes.

The Department of Housing and Community Development
should support a NoMa plan to identifir major opportunities for
private and public investment and development, including a new

Metro station at New York and Florida Avenues, NE. Implement
the foreign trade zone and establish an "inland port" in the New
York Avenue corridor to promote international business activities

and make use of federal foreign trade incentives.

NEIGHBORHOODS

Our city's neighborhoods are the crown jewels of Washington, DC, and one of
our greatest assets. Overall, they compare quite favorably with urban commu-
nities in other cities around the world. Recently, many neighborhoods are on

the rebound. Home prices and homeownership are increasing, with people and

businesses morirg back in, renovating stores, theaters, and houses. This year

the Department of Housing and Community Development invested $ZO million
in neighborhoods, leveraging an additional $230 million in other public and

private funds. This $gOO million community investment is creating 6,000
neighborhood jobs, 1,700 new and renovated homes and apartments, affordable

homeownership opportunities for 1,500 families, 250,000 square feet of
neighborhood retail and office space, the revitalization of 16 community
business districts, and nearly 50 new or renovated neighborhood service

centers - including health care and child care, arts and recreation, education
and job training, parks and playgrounds.

Industry Networks need more than downtown office and retail space

in which to do business. They also need places to conduct satellite operations.

While most of this activity currently takes place in the suburbs, Washington,
DC's neighborhoods can and should successfully compete for such space. Our
neighborhoods are better seryed by public transportation, more centrally located

within the region, less expensive in terms of office rents, and closer to major

magnets such as the federal government and downtown Washington, DC.
From Adams Morgan to Anacostia, and Columbia Heights to Marshall Heights,

they all offer the charm of communities with historic character and spirited
grassroots institutions.

In addition to office space built primarily around neighborhood Metro
stations, w€ now have an opportunity to bring large new retail stores into
Washington, DC for the first time in decades. Dr. Michael Porter of Harvard
Business School, who did a study for our Strategic Plan on how universities

can help promote neighborhood businesses, predicted in his article on "The
Competitive Advantage of the Inner City" that major retailers would soon

begin moving back into urban areas. The trends he forecast are now coming

The Econornic Reswrgence of Washington, DC
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true in Washington, DC. The suburbs are currently overrun with retail chains,

while many of the city's neighborhoods are underserved. Our residents

frequently travel out to suburban shopping malls to make major purchases,

an inconvenience to our citizens and a loss of lobs, business opportunities,

and sales tax revenues for the citv.

In the constant search for new markets to tup, retail chains are

looking at the city with renewed interest. If large enough parcels of land are

available at accessible locations, the opportunity currently exists to bring major

retailers to neighborhood commercial sites across the city, on both sides of
the Anacostia River. Safeway, Giant, Home Depot, Lowe's, Magic Johnson
Movie Theaters, Shoppers Food Warehouse, Fresh Fields, and many other
well-known retail businesses are considering making large investments by

building new neighborhood stores in Washington, DC. Once developable

land is fully assembled, financial incentives are packaged, and regulatory
approvals expedited, the city's communities can look forward to better and

more convenient shopping and services, with new jobs, business opportunities,

and tax revenues to strengthen our economy. Currently, developers and retailers

have their eye on several major sites. Most of these sites are near

existing or planned Metro stations.

OPPORTUNITY: METNO STAIIONS

After careful discussion and analysis in preparing this strategic

plan, we have determined that the most important physical

resource available to strengthen the economy of our city's

neighborhoods are the Metro stations. Every Metro station -
existing ones such as Anacostia, ones now under construction
like Columbia Heights, and the one planned for construction
at NewYork and FloridaAvenue - can be an anchor, a magnet,

and a gateway for expanding businesses and jobs to serve our
city's neighborhoods and the people who live and work there.

Metro stations should be the focal point of commercial development

and business activity all over the city. We commissioned a study by

David Lee, a nationally respected African-American architect and

planner from Boston, to help put this concept to the test. David Lee

and his associates studied the existing land uses around 16 neighbor-

hood Metro stations, interviewed business and community leaders,

spoke to government agency representatives, met with Metro officials

that owrr and market land for development around the stations,

read existing community plans, and interacted with the six Industry
Network groups to determine possible demand for business growth
and commercial development around neighborhood Metro sites.

The Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (WMAIA) owns

considerable property around their Metrorail stations, plus additional

land in our city's neighborhoods for the Metrobus system. While it
makes sense to develop property around Metro stations, good devel-

opment does not always occur. To date there has been no systematic

citywide effort to make sure such development actually happens.

This action will finally accomplish that vitally important goal.

Ron Engle
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In each of the areas his team reviewed, David Lee found much room for
improvement: uninviting streetscapes, unattractive retail storefronts,

vacant lots and buildings, unanchored gateway locations, and histor-
ically significant sites that were not receiving the proper attention.
He suggested many ways that negatives could be turned into positives

in order to attract shopping and other businesses, turn historically
significant sites into major tourist attractions like the landmark
Frederick Douglass House in Anacostia, and make neighborhoods

better places to live. No-, taking his report as a starting point, w€

can work together to turn these sites into economically thriving areas.

AcrloN 27
Focus Business Activity Near Neighborhood Metro Stations
Provide public and private incentives for investment in the areas

around neighborhood Metro stations, targeting both existing

stations like Anacostia and newly constructed stations such as

Columbia Heights. These Metro stations will serye as the primary

anchors for economic development in neighborhoods, with an

emphasis on promoting community shopping facilities, banks,

and related office, commercial, retail, and tourist activity to
expand businesses, jobs and services.

To succeed in promoting neighborhood commercial districts, both
around Metro stations and in other parts of the city, merchants

need to be organized to provide cleanliness, safety, and a pleasing

environment for shoppers, workers, visitors, and residents. The new

Business Improvement Districts - Downtown DC, Golden Triangle,

and now Georgetornm - point the way to a new model of accom-

plishing this important task. The financing arrangements of the

downtown model would not necessarily work well in many neigh-

borhood settings, however, where too often both property owners

and merchants do not have the resources to support a full-time BID.

Therefore, we need to develop "BID-like" organizations with a more

mixed approach to financing, with additional resources from the city

govemment, private foundations, and other sources to match the

contributions of properry owrrers and merchants. Also, community
development corporations and community-based organizations

should play a key role in neighborhood-style BIDs.

AcrroN 28
Create Business Improvement Districts for Neighborhoods
Create Business Improvement Districts (BIDs) or "BID-like"
organizations, and provide support for Merchants' Associations

in neighborhood commercial areas to offer increased cleanliness,

attractiveness, public safety and security, streetscape improve-

ments, and coordinated marketing campaigns.

One of the greatest potential development opportunities in the city
is the New York Avenue corridor directly north of Union Station,

where acres of developable land currently are underutilized, vacant,

or abandoned. All of this \ rill change virtually overnight once a
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Metrorail station is built on the existing Red Line at New York and

Florida Avenues. It makes good sense to do this. New York Avenue

is one the city's most heavily traveled thoroughfares, a federally

designated highway, and a priority transportation corridor eligible

for special federal funding for major improvements. The longest gap

between Metro stations in Washington, DC is on the Red Line

between Rhode Island Avenue and Union Station. New York Avenue

is right in the middle of that gap.

Since the Metro trains already run on the tracks above ground, the

New York Avenue station also would be above ground, and much less

expensive to build than digging a new tunnel for an underground

station. Once the Metro station is constructed, the NoMa initiative

can attract technology businesses to the area, which is wired for

fiber optic cable that facilitates high-speed internet access. Federal

Express and the Capital Commerce Center on Eckington Place

are the tip of the iceberg in terms of business demand for this well-

located area, as the recent commitment of a major global internet

firm, Qwest Communications lnternational, to lease 100,000 square

feet of space at I 500 Eckington Place for their a new "cyber center"

clearly demonstrates. Also, the area is large enough to build new

housing and make it a mixed-use, 24-hour community.

AcnoN 29
Build a Metro Station at New York Avenue

to Spur Development
Create a public-private financing mechanism to build a new

Metrorail station on the existing Red Line near NewYorkAvenue

and Florida Avenue NE, enabling a large area of currently vacant

and underutilized land and buildings to be developed for

thousands of new jobs and housing opportunities.

To stimulate business activity around Metro stations in neighbor-

hoods throughout the city, we must take full advantage of the

business incentives available. The best tools in the city's incentive

toolbox come in the form of the special Enterprise Zone designation

the city received last year from the President and Congress.

Unfortunatelv the formula used to determine the boundaries of the

zorte - high poverty census tracts - produced an oddly-shaped

map that included some areas of the city but excluded many W6hingbn, DC EnnomiC lnCmlivg
others that were equally deserving of assistance, The best way fOf BWingS EltryttSiOn

to remedy this unfair situation is for the Congress to pass

legislation proposed by Congresswoman Eleanor Holmes Norton

that would extend these incentives to cover the entire city.

AcnoN 30
Have Federal Incentives Cover Every Neighborhood

in the Citv
Encourage the Congress to pass Congresswoman Eleanor

Holmes Norton's bill appltrng the special Enterprise Zone

economic incentives to every census tract in Washington, DC.

Revenue Bond Program Transactions

Fiscal Year Total Dollars Growth Rate
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OPPORTUNITYI

TAncETED NEIcHBoRHooD EconuoMIC DEVELoPMENT

The Washington N"ry Yard on M Street SE is a historic landmark
and major tourist destination. [t is also an active U.S. N"ry facility
that is in the process of doubling its size by bringing in 5,000 Nuty
jobs. Since the Navy's private contractors are required to be near the

Admiral's office, thousands of additional jobs will locate in the vicinity,
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The opportunity to leverage the Nury Yard's expansion to promote

economic and community development on both sides of the Anacostia

River waterfront is too good to pass up. The Nuty agrees, and it is
actively working with community groups through Bridges to Friendship,

an initiative involving many federal agencies working with non-profit
groups such as Friendship House, Covenant House, and Ellen Wilson
Community Development Corporation, to provide trainirg, jobs, and

business opportunities for people in the nearby neighborhood.

This is just the beginning. Groups ranging from public housing

residents to merchants on 8th Street SE are working together to use

the Navy Yard expansion as a catalyst for positive economic change.

A nonprofit development groupr Manna, Inc., will prepare a water-

front area development plan to take full advantage of the economic

momentum, including the recent Urban Land Institute (ULI) study

of the Southwest Waterfront, and the M Street plan being developed

:lJ}*::"al 
Capital Planning Commission. The opportunities

AcuoN 3l
Use Nrny Yard E>rpansion to Generate Local Business and Jobs
Using 5,000 new jobs as leverege, expand the Washington Navy

Yard by redeveloping the surrounding area and generating business

activity and emplo;rment on both sides of the Anacostia River.

In preparation, the Department of Housing and Community
Development should provide funding for an economic develop-

ment plan to attract new investment in the Southeast/Southwest

waterfront area.

The N"ry Yard expansion is tied to improvement of the Anacostia River

waterfront on both sides of the river. The Department of Housing and

:""ff##fi:"J:xil',T,*::3ftil'J-1ffi ffi;:'::T:iwi'fh
members representing Wards 6, 7 , and 8, to plan for the future of
East of the River neighborhoods. The plan will focus on opportunities

to grow businesses and jobs around Metro stations and other k"y sites.

Also, it will emphasize increasing homeownership and reducing the

ffi lin':T:''*"""Hffi';:n:#"i',filil-'Hil1'Jrff :;
River, with over 1,100 new homes being developed for sale, competing

in quality and price with houses in Prince George's County and other
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suburban areas that have drawn away Washington, DC's

families during the past two decades.

AcuoN 32
Rebuild East of the River With Major Stores

and Homeownership
Produce a comprehensive development plan for East

of the River neighborhoods promoting community and

regional retail and office space around Metro stations and

other large sites such as Camp Simms, St. Elizabeth's, and

the Anacostia River waterfront, combined with a strong

focus on increasing homeownership, and reducing the
concentration of blighted and vacant apartment buildings.

Another targeted strategic economic development area is the Georgia
Avenue corridoq the longest continuous avenue in the city. This
long commercial stnp is in some difficulty, even though it is bordered

on both sides by many attractive and stable neighborhoods. A
partnership of the city government, local businesses and residents,

and federal officials, is searching for ways to strengthen the corridor.

The main emphasis will be on using the Metro stations as anchors,

along with key sites such as Howard University, the new Washington
Convention Center, and the Eastern Avenue gateway to the city.

Increasing homeownership and preserving the quality of housing
in the surrounding residential areas is also a vital part of the overall
strategy.

ACTION 33
Invest in Georgia Avenue to Grow Jobs and
Improve Neighborhoods
Focusing on key anchors such as Howard University, the new
Washington Convention Center, two existing and two Metro
stations under construction, and the Eastern Avenue gateway,

build a public-private partnership to enhance business activity
and create jobs by attracting new commercial investment and
development along Georgia Avenue. At the same time, strengthen

the quality of life, improve public works, public education,

and public safety, and increase affordable homeownership by
renovating housing and expanding home financing in adjacent
residential communities, such as Fannie Mae and Howard
University are doing in the LeDroit Park neighborhood.

Many of the targeted areas highlighted in our strategic plan were
also included in the city's application for a federal Empowerment
Zone, which can bring additional resources for economic and
community development. The joint application, together with Prince

George's County, represents unprecedented regional cooperation

to address similar problems across a common border, and to
connect Washington, DC's residents to suburban jobs and business

opportunities. This cooperation is now happenirg, and it will continue
whether we win or lose the nationwide competition for a federal
Empowerment Zone designation.

Fred.erick Douglass House
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AcrroN 34
Use the EmpowermentZone to Increase
Community Investment
Take advantage of the city's joint Empowerment Zone application

with Prince Georges' County as a means of enhancing economic

investment in targeted neighborhoods

OppoRTUNITY:
C onnnnUNITY DEVELoPMENT CORPORATIONS

A report last year by the Local Initiatives Support Corporation (LISC)

and the Center for National Policy, and a recent public television

documentary called "Rebuilding Washington's Neighborhoods Block

by Block," highlighted the role of Washington, DC's community
development corporations (CDCs) and other nonprofit development

groups in revitalizing our city's neighborhoods. Recently, CDCs have

developed most of the shopping centers in the city, in Marshall

Heights, Columbia Heights, H Street, and the new Good Hope

Marketplace in Southeast. The city government provides support

through federal Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) and

HOME funds, with private sector funds coming from foundations,

banks, corporations, and special assistance groups like LISC, the

Enterprise Foundation, and the Neighborhood Reinvestment

Corporation.

LISC has been the most active, helping to fund CDCs for 17

commercial and residential development projects worth $22.5 million
in total community investment during the past four years alone.

LISC staffs the Community Development Support Collaborative,

an effective Washington, DC institution that pools the resources of
foundations, banks, and corporations to finance capacity-building
for community development organizations. With all of the good work

being done, much more support is still needed. It will make a major

difference in implementing a successful economic strategy to

strengthen our city's neighborhoods.

ACTION 35
Increase Support for Community Development
Organizations
Increase public and private support for technical assistance

provided to community development corporations and community-

based organuations to expand their capacity to develop businesses,

jobs, commercial and residential buildings, and promote
homeownership.

T'lce Econornic Resurgence of Washington, DC



OppoRTUNlty:
BnowxFIELDs CTEAN-UP AND REnEvSLOPMENT

Next to our people, the second most important resource the city has

is land. Washington, DC is relatively small in geography, with no

opportunity to expand its boundaries. As economic demand increases,

space is at a premium. Businesses are constantly searching for sites

on which to develop offices, stores, service centers, warehouses,

wholesale markets, light manufacturing facilities, and other job-

ff :'il:,T?.yffi1."#T1"ilffi'l::f,T:Hil-T;11T,'Jf
"brownfields." Increasing the supply of developable land is not only
good economics, it is good environmentalism. It will improve the

quality of life in neighborhoods, because many of these sites are

currently blighted and serve only as vacant junk yards or crime spots.

Cleaning up and redeveloping brownfields also is another good

opportunity to involve both the business community and neighbor-
hood residents in planning together for sustainable prosperity.

AcrroN 36
Clean Up and Redevelop Hazardous "Brownfield" Sites
Clean up and redevelop environmentally hazardous "brown-
fields" sites, providing new business and job opportunities for
environmentally sensitive activities, and expanding available

land resources for economic development.

coNcrusroN
In focusing on Strategic Areas, as in the other chapters of this report, our
plan proposes key actions that will grow businesses and jobs, improving
prosperity and quality of life for families and communities. It does not deal

with every single issue of concern to citizens, not does it propose every single

good idea or program. Many major issues, from fi"irg the schools, to filling
the potholes, to picking up the recycling, to policing the streets, are already

being addressed in many other public and private contexts. While all of these

and many more problem areas remain vitally important to the success of our
economic strat egy, we have stuck to our knitting and designed our key actions

to be carried out in conjunction with these other ongoing efforts. We are not
trtrng to reinvent the wheel; rather we are searching for the bestway to do

the job that we all need and want.

In downtown, and especially in our neighborhoods, the Strategic

Economic Development Plan and the 40 key actions to be accomplished

during the firstyear will get us part of the way to where we want to be. If we

all keep working closely together, and take additional actions in the years ahead

to keep the strategy moving farther and faster, we will most certainly succeed

in creating a better city for every family and community.
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CH PTFR FIVF,:

IMPI FMF',NT TION _ _ _

EADERS OF THIS REPORT may be wondering if it \ rill be any different
from the many that have come before, ieports that have done little
more than collect dust on bureaucrats'bookshelves.

In fact, some members of our own steering committee were skeptical

about this plan - at first. But they soon saw that their skepticism was ill-
founded. This is not a discussion document, nor is it a wish-list prepared by

well-meaning academics removed from the reality of how things really work
and get done in our city. The full implementation of this strategy is built into
the plan itself.

All 40 key actions set forth in this Strategic Plan will have a

designated implementation body responsible for getting the job done. Many
of these lead organizations have already stepped forward, and they are now
hard at work and moving ahead with their initiatives and projects.

KEY ACTIONS

The final four actions are presented in this concluding chapter. They are

designed to make sure that the other 36 actions are successfully realized, and

that the overall economic strategy produces the results of growing business,
jobs, people, and communities.

Two of these actions are structural changes in city government, and

another is a structural change that implements a new non-profit corporation
as a government-supported public-private partnership. These changes will
make accountability and responsibility for plan implementation clearer and

more effective.

The first proposal is to create a new position of Deputy Mayor for
Economic Development. That person's responsibility would be to

work with every government department and agency in carrying out
the Strategic Economic Development Plan for Washington, DC.

ACTION 37
Provide Administrative Management and Leadership
Establish a position, such as a Deputy Mayor for Economic
Development, to senre as a main point of contact for businesses,

and to coordinate economic development activities conducted
by city departments and agencies, including the Department
of Housing and Community Development. The Deputy Mayor's

office would focus primarily on administrative and policy
coordination, rather than on expediting large projects or
negotiating development deals. For example, this office would
design a comprehensive asset management strategy to more

effectively utilize available surplus city-owned property
designated for economic development. The Deputy Mayor
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would be responsible for coordinating city government imple-
mentation of the Strategic Economic Development Plan for
Washington, DC, working in collaboration with the new
National Capital Revitalization Corporation, the private sector,

and community groups.

The second initiative proposes the formation of a citywide economic

development corporation. A public-private partnership, it will be a

vital organization - similar to those that have proved beneficial in
many other cities - whose mission will be to make sure that economic

development moves forward.

ACTION 38
Implement the Ciq^ /ide Economic Development Corporation
Implem'ent the National Capital Revitahzation Corporation
(NCRC) 

"r 
a non-profit, citywide economic development

organization to make loans or investments in projects and

businesses, br'ry and sell land and buildings, perform additional
development-related functions, and incorporate other public
and private economic development activities and programs.

The third proposal is to establish a much-needed Office of
Management and Budget. This entity would coordinate spending,

taxes, and regulations across the city government, making sure they
all fit together in order to carry out the economic strategy. Too often
we have heard horror stories from people trtrng to do professional

or personal business in the city, people who have been encouraged

to do something by one city department, only to have another city
department give them a costly fine, cause a needless delay, or even

shut them down. We were told again and again that the lack of
coordination in city government makes conducting daily business

difficult and frustrating. Disorganization and lack of professionalism

has driven away far too many businesses, jobs, and residents.

AcrloN 39
Improve Budget Coordination and Regulatory Streamlining
Create an Office of Management and Budget in the Mayor's

Offlce to evaluate and monitor departments and agencies, and

to coordinate budget, regulatory and policy priorities with the
goal of promoting a business and resident-friendly city. Adopt
clearinghouse recommendations of the Business Regulatory

Reform Commission that establish comprehensive evaluation

and monitoring functions.

Finally, we have already enlisted a dedicated group of business,

community, civic, and government leaders who are taking
responsibility for making sure that we all do our job - turning
the plan into a success for our citizens and neighborhoods.
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AcrroN 40
Establish Ongoing Monitoring to Implement the
40 Key Actions
Establish an ongoing Steering Committee of business, civic,

community and government leaders to monitor on a regular
basis the progress of the Strategic Economic Development Plan

for Washington, DC, and particularly to implement the 40 key

actions during the coming year. Both the Industry Networks and
the Steering Committee will meet monthly to move forward all
4O action initiatives. They \4/ill delineate explicit goals and set

measurable performance standards as benchmarks to monitor
the results produced. Also, they \ /ill establish clear lines of
accountability and responsibility for completing each project,
and prepare quarterly progress reports covering each of the 40
actions. lmplementation of each action will be led by an ad hoc

group of key stakeholder organizations and individuals, meeting
regularly to accomplish the most important tasks. One organi-

zation and one or more designated leaders will commit to bringing

each of the 4O action groups together, focusing on successfully

achieving important outcomes within the next 12 months.

CONCTUSION

These four actions taken together will move the process forward and provide
a solid foundation and management structure for implementing the Strategic
Economic Development Plan for Washington, DC. The last action - Number
40 - is what the plan really is all about: "By the People, For the People."

People are the heart and soul of this enterprise. Four hundred people in the
city created the plan, and thousands will work to carry it out. Most
importantly, more than half a million will benefit from living and working in
better, more prosperous city.

Our plan's title calls attention to "The Economic Resurgence of
Washington, DC." Through various examples and statistics, we document the

surprisingly robust comeback of our city from its recent difficulties. Behind
all the positive numbers and graphs are the lives of real people, and many

individuals and families have improved their circumstances compared to a few
years ago. But others are still facing tough times, which is why our economic

strategy is so important. People need lobs, and we can help improve their
chances of finding and keeping one.

The third part of the plan's title is "Citizens Plan for Prosperity in
the 21st Centrry." If "prosperity" is the goal, then "citizens plan" is the means.

We now have a workable plan, thanks to the.active involvement of so many
citizens contributing their time, energy, wisdom, and resourcefulness. They -
and you - have given us a direction to go forward, and told us how to get there.

So let us begin togeth"r, taking the first steps on a journey to a brighter future
for all the citizens of Washington, DC.
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CONCI TTSION

HAT AN EXCITING TIME THIS IS TO BE IN WASHINGTON, DC.
With this plan, and the commitment that hundreds of people

have made to seeing it through, real change is beginning to
unfold. It's a change that reflects the strength of the city today as well as our
dreams of what the city will become. It's a change for us to enjoy now and

for our children to prosper from in the future. It's a change that's good for
city residents, as well as for all those who live and work in, and visit,
metropolitan Washington.

To those who doubt us - to those who are cynical about the future
of Washington, DC, we have a very simple message: Just wait and see. You

won't have long to wait.

CI(NOWT F,NCF'MFNTS

HE STRATEGIC EcoNoMIC DEVELorMENT Pt"{N for Washingron, DC,

along with the Economic Summit, is a project of the District of
Columbia Government and the Financial Responsibility and

Management Assistance Authority, with the following co-sponsors: the United
States Department of Commerce Economic Development Administration,
the Local lnitiatives Support Corporation, Fannie Mae, and the World Bank.

The coordinators are Richard Monteilh, Director, District of Columbia
Department of Housing and Community Development, and Dr. Marc A. Weiss,

Senior Adviser to the Director, District of Columbia Department of Housing
and Community Development.

The Strategic Economic Development Plan was written and edited

by Marc Weiss, with excellent assistance from Thomas Kingsley, Linda Bursryn,
and Barbara Wolfson.

The plan and all supporting materials were designed by Hirshorn
Zuckerman Design Group. Thanks to Karen Zuckerman, Glenn Watts, and

their wonderful team for producing beautiful documents.
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First-class management and public relations support was provided

by Taunya Clark, Perry Pockros, Rose Matthews, Joyce Golden, Shell6e

Haynesworth, Thelma Jones, Sam Jordan, Margaret Moore, Linda Wharton-

Boyd, James Davison and John Burchett.

The superb Steering Committee that guided the Strategic Economic

Development Plan consisted of Douglas Austin, Michael Barr, Richard Bradley,

Carol Thompson Cole, Philip Dearborn, Brenda Donald, Gail Edwards,

Jeffrey Finkle, Julian Fore, Stephen Fuller, Shari Garmise, James Gibson,

Mark Goldstein, Anthony Gould, Tracy Harris, Kwasi Holman, Gregory lrish,

Charlene Drew Jarvis, Robert Jones, Lloyd Jordan, Kenneth Kimbrough,

Thomas Kingsley, Cathy Lange, Arthur Lawson, Susan Linsky, Darius Mans,

Patricia Mathews, John McKoy, Kevin McQueen, Richard Monteilh,
Oramenta Fleming Newsome, Alvin Nichols, Douglas Patton, Perry Pockros,

Paul Pryde, Viki Reath, Robert Richardson, Daniel Ritchie, Elijah Rogers,

Philip Singerman, Michael Springer, Dana Stebbins, Joseph Sternlieb,

Lynda de la Vina, Marc Weiss, and Paul White. Thanks to everyone for
doing an amazingjob in a very accelerated time frame.

Thanks also go to the Industry Network leaders and the Cross-

Cutting Policy Working Group Leaders for their outstanding service and

leadership: Sandy Fitz-Hugh, Whayne Quin, William Edwards, Barbara

Wolfson, Emily Vetter, Marie Johns, Pedro Alfonso, Charlene Drew Jarvis,

Herman Bulls, John Green, Robert Malson, Austin Kiplingea Todd Mason,

Jonathan Helfman, Debra Reese, Marc Weiss, A. Scott Bolden, Kwasi

Holman, Gregory Fazakerly, Thomas Wilbur, Gail Edwards, John McKoy,

Thomas Kingsley, Norris Dodson, Steven Jacobson, Joseph Heiney-Gonzalez,

William Jameson, Robert Gladstone, Richard Bradley, Albert Hopkins, Julie
Rogers, Ernest Skinner, Oramenta Fleming Newsome, Martin Mellett, and

Phyliss Jones.
)

Finally, thanks to the brilliant researchers for their great work:

Stephen Fuller, Michael Porter, Monica Dean, Kevin McQueen, Elizabeth

Richardson, Steven Waldhorn, James Gollub, Ted Lyman, Lawrence Houston,

Gene Park, Paul Pryde, Thomas Kingsley, Margery Austin Tirrner, Mark Rubin,

Kathy Pettit, Christopher Hayes, George Grieq Philip Dearborn, Bennett

Harrison, David Lee, Philip Payre, Derrick Woody, Jeffrey Finkle, Shari Garmise,

Kimberly Driggins, Joseph Marinucci, Michael Montgomery James Reid,

Marc Weiss, Sherman Davis, Claudia Pharis, and Daniel Rosan.
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APPENDIX: 40 KEY ACTIONS

I. STRATEGIC INDUSTRIES

A. GROW INDUSTRY NETWORKS

ACTION l: REDUCE TAXES TO ENCOURAGE BUSINESS USE OF NEW TECHNOTOGY

ACTION 2= CREATE A HOSPITATITY INDUSTRY PIAN FOR THE ENTIRE CITY

ACTION t= INVOwE UNIVERSITIES lN SUPPORTING ECONOMIC DEVETOPMENT

ACTION 4: STREAMTINE HEAIIH CARE INDUSTRY REGUTATIONS

ACTION 5: TAUNCH A MEDIA CAMPAIGN TO IMPROVE THE CITY'S IMAGE

ACTION 6: ESTABIISH A TECHNOTOGY COUNCII TO ATTRACT AND EXPAND FIRMS

B. GROW BUSINESSES AND IOBS

ACTION 7: EXPAND THE MARKETING CENTER TO RETAIN AND ATTRACT FIRMS

ACTION 8: IMPIEMENT REFORMS lN CONSUMER AND REGUTATORY AFFAIRS

ACTION e: PROVIDE TARGETED INCENTIVES TO GROW FIRMS AND,EXPAND fOBS

ACTION IO: ASSIST TOCAL FIRMS IN OBTAINING FEDERAT AND PRIVATE CONTRACTS

ACTION I l: INCREASE CAPITAI AVAltABltlTY FOR COMMUNITY-BASED BUSINESSES

ACTION 12: PROMOTE METROPOTITAN COOPERATION FOR MUTUAT ECONOMIC BENEFIT

ACTION 15: STRENGTHEN ECONOMIC PARTNERSHIP WITH THE FEDERAT GOVERNMENT

II. STRATEGIC POPUTATIONS

A. WORKFORCE DEVETOPMENT

ACTION 14: ESTABTISH THE WORKFORCE INVESTMENT BOARD AS A CTEARINGHOUSE

ACTION 15: EXPAND THE ROLE OF THE UNIVERSITY OF THE DISTRICT OF COTUMBIA

ACTION 16: SUPPORT PUBLIC'SCHOOI-TO-CAREER" PROGRAMS AND CHARTER SCHOOTS

ACTION 17: CONNECT WASHINGTON, DC RESIDENTS TO METROPOTITAN IOBS

B. ATTRACTING AND RETAINING RESIDENTS

ACTION 18: PROMOTE HOMEOWNERSHIP WITH EMPTOYERS, CHURCHES, AND SCHOOTS

ACTION le: INCREASE DOIITNTOWN HOUSING AND MIXED-USE RETAIL SERVICES AND ARTS

ACTION 20: SUPPORT AND DEVETOP NEIGHBORHOOD ARTS, CUITURE, AND TOURISM

ACTION 2I: DEMOLISH AND REDEVETOP BLIGHTED PROPERTIES

ACTION 22: ENHANCE COMMUNITY SAFETY BY IMPOUNDING CARS USED IN CRIME
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III. STRATEGIC AREAS

A. DOWNTOWN

ACTION 25: ATTRACT RETAIT INVESTMENT DOWNTOWN IN THE F STREET CORRIDOR

ACTION 24: USE RETOCATION OF EMPTOYMENT SERVICES TO ENHANCE DEVETOPMENT

ACTION 25: CREATE PARKING FACIIITIES FOR TOUR BUSES

ACTION 26: DEVELOP "NOMA'AS A TECHNOTOGY, MEDIA" HOUSING AND ARTS DISTRICT

B. NEIGHBORHOODS

ACTION 27: FOCUS BUSINESS ACTIVITY NEAR NEIGHBORHOOD METRO STATIONS

ACTION 2S: CREATE BUSINESS IMPROVEMENT DISTRICTS FOR NEIGHBORHOODS

ACTION 2e: BUIID A METRO STATION AT NEW YORK AVENUE TO SPUR DEVETOPMENT

ACTION 50: HAVE FEDERAT INCENTIVES COVER EVERY NEIGHBORHOOD IN THE CITY

ACTION 5l: USE NAVY YARD EXPANSION TO GENERATE tOCAt BUSINESSES AND f OBS

ACTION 32: REBUILD EAST OF THE RMR WITH MA|OR STORES AND HOMEOWNERSHIP

ACTION 55: INVEST IN GEORGUI AVENUE TO GROW IOBS AND IMPROVE NEIGHBORHOODS

ACTION 54: USE THE EMPOWERMENT ZONE TO INCREASE COMMUNITY INVESTMENT

ACTION 55: INCREASE SUPPORT FOR COMMUNITY DEVETOPMENT ORGANIZATIONS

ACTION 56: CTEAN UP AND REDEVETOP HAZARDOUS "BROWNFIEID" SITES

IV. IMPIEMENTATION

ACTION 57: PROVIDE ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT AND TEADERSHIP

ACTION 53: IMPLEMENT THE CITYWIDE ECONOMIC DEVETOPMENT CORPORATION

ACTION 5e: INCREASE BUDGET COORDINATION AND REGULATORY STREAMIINING

ACTION 40: ESTABIISH ONGOING MONITORING TO IMPLEMENT 40 KEY ACTIONS
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District of Columbia
Department of Housing &
Community Development

5l N Street, NE, Suite 616
Washington, DC 20002

tel 2O2535.1970
2A2535.1584 fax
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